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Chrysler Production Halts As
113,300 Workers Strike Plants
By PIET BE:NNETT
Associated Press Writer
DETROIT (AP) — Chrysler
production of 1974 cars and
trucks halted today when 113,300 United Auto Workers union
members struck United States
and Canadian plants after time
ran out on contract talks.
Bargainers from both sides
insisted the strike was not triggered by any single issue.
The strike left Chrysler with
just 122,000 of its new cars and
trucks ready for sale while assembly lines kept rolling at its
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One Way Traffic To Be Used At
Stadium Tonight

two major competitors, General Chrysler hits the Detroit area
Motors and Ford.
heaviest because 93,500 of the
"It suddenly was the 14th of firm's workers live in the city
September and we were a long or its suburbs. Initial union
way from home," UAW Presi- strike benefits total 230 to $40
dent Leonard Woodcock said weekly.
Friday night almost an hour
While working, union membefore the 11:59 p.m. strike bers earn an average of $5.12
Although a number of things way 841 North, and the other on
deadline.
Per hour during the first
still need to be done before it is the northeast, entering from
The strike against Chrysler hours of each week.
completely finished, Murray Highway 121 bypass.
Corp., the nation's fifth largest
Excited workers leaving the
State University's new Roy
manufacturer and No. 3 in the Mack Avenue stamping plant in
The traffic flow in charge of
Stewart Stadium is ready for the university's security
domestic auto industry, closed Detroit after the strike was
football.
56 auto plants in 21 states and called Friday night were
department and assisted by
The 18,800-seat facility, under ROTC cadets, will be one way
Canada.
greeted by friends carrying paconstruction since October, around the stadturn„srest
But 14,200 union members at per cups of liquor and beer.
and
1969, will be used for the first northeast to permit
Chrysler kept working, 11,000 of
'The Big Three already said
parking
time tonight when the Racers 41png
them white collar workers the 'no voluntary overtime.' A perthe cricle drive and on the
UAW decided to keep on the son should have the right to deopen their 1974 season against northeast aide of the
complex.
job since they were not in- cide for himself. Slavery is
Western Carolina, a team which Parking along
circle drive will
volved in auto production. The over!" yelled auto worker Johndefeated-them here last season be restricted.
other 3,200 are at plants in Ko- Warren as he left the gates.
20-12.
Fans will be able to enter the
komo, Ind., and Van Wert and
Warren was referring to one
Installation of the stadium's
Fostoria, Ohio, which produce of the union's key demands —
new artificial turf has been stadium through four main
CANTRELL JONES,left, President of the Hardin-Dexter Methodist Men's
Club, presents a check completed, and the team has gates on the wed ids of the
parts for other automakers.
that workers be allowed to defor Calloway County Association for Retarded Children to outgoing
president, Pat D. Orr, who has held two spirited workouts on facility. These are the only
A last-minute company re- cide if they will work overtime.
served for many years as as officer of the Calloway Can*
Dr. Edwin C. ,Strohecker,
Aemedatienler Retarded Children. the field to "get the feel" of the areas through which ticket.
quest that the current contract Currently, overtime is manLooking on, at the ISght, is Fred Phillips, newly elected incoming
chairman of the-department of
holders will enter as the
president of the Association. Since *Ong area
be extended was rejected. datory.
Os founding the Hardin-Dexter Club has had as one of its chief projects
library science at Murray State Woodcock had
the giving of assistance to
Other key union demands still
said repeatedly
The spacious and comfortably stadium is so constructed that
Retarded Children of Calloway and Marshall Counties. The check is presented
University, has been named as there would tie
-on the porch of the furnighed dressing rooms below only the players, officials and
no extension un- awaiting settlement include an
Calloway County Day Care Center on Mate Street in Murray.
the acting director of libraries: less there was an agreement
in unspecified wage increase, althe stands are virtually com- authorized personnel are
on the campus.
principle.
lowing workers to retire with
plete and have been made permitted on the field or the
Strohecker, who joined the
The strike is the first against full pension at any age after 30
ready for the players—both the track area.
faculty last year, replaces Chrysler since 1950, when the years in the plants,
Four large restrooms—two
boosting
Racers and their opponents.
Charles Hinds. Hinds left his union closed company plants pensions from $500 to $650
per
All reserve seat tickets for the for men and two for women—
position as director of libraries for 104 days. That strike, the month, company-paid dental
game have been sold, and ap- wW be ready. They will be
inat the university this summer to auto industry's second longest, surance and making plants saproximately 5,000 student located on each of the lower and
become state librarian in obtained company paid pen- fer.
tickets have been issued. Ap- upper concourses.
Frankfort.
sions for UAW members.
A news blackout on progress
proximately 9,000 general
Atheltic Director Cal Luther
Noting that Strohecker will
The current strike against of the talks continued.
admission tickets will go on has urged the fans to be in their
By MICHAEL J. SNIFFER
continue to serve as chairman
Sturgis, Virgilio R. Gonzalez
'
,
fleas, Sirica closely questioned sale at 6 p.m. as one of the seats promptly at 7 p.m., at
of the department of library
WASHINGTON (AP) — 'the and Eugenio R. Martinez. Thep'
each man about whether any largest crowds ever to attend a which time gala festivities
science, Dr. William G. Read,
four Cuban-born Watergate bur- are imprisoned at the f
al
promises had been made to in- Murray State athletic event is officially opening the stadium
vice-president for academic
glars say they were deceived penitentiary, Danbury,
duce
the plea or whether any- expected for the stadium will begin. These include aerial
affairs, said the new adinto pleading guilty to protect
Their petition sail Ile guilty one threatened or coerced them openings.
bomb blasts, a hot-air balloon
ministrative arrangement has
what they thought were nation- pleas were
te
Onlytwo major entrances will ascension and a pre-game
" e and in- into it.
the potential to be extremely
al security operations and have voluntarily
under the
To each question, the men be open to the stadium's 1,000- performance by the Marching
effective.
asked for a new trial.
force anct
pulsion of a be- answered no.
car parking area. One will be on Thoroughbreds.
"Our thinking is that our
In a petition filed Friday with lief that-The necessity to protect
the east, entering from HighA farm tractor pull, spon- finishers and first and second
Game time is 7:30 p.m.
Hunt
had
pleaded
guilty
a
librarians and our academic sored
by the Calloway County places will get a cash award of U.S. District Court Judge John national security interests pre- few days earlier. The other two
people will -complement each
J.
Sirica,
the four asked to
)
freluded them from asserting the defendants, G. Gordon Liddy
chapter of FFA, will be held $10 and $5 respectively.
The
other better by working under
Saturday, September 22, at the entry fee will be $5 and a tractor change their guilty pleas to is- defenses they had to the and James W. McCord Jr.,
the supervision of an individual
ry charges against them."
Calloway County Fairgrounds. may be double-entered, the nocent and requested
stood trial and were convicted
with Dr. Strohecker's imtrial.
The pleas were premised on by a jury. Liddy has appealed
The pull is sponsored in spokesman said.
pressive background," he
Arrested inside,&mocratic false assumptions which had his conviction.
cooperation with the Murray
The following firms are National
explained.
headquar- been fostered on them by othJaycees and Fair board, a aiding the FFA
In other Watergate developby
helping ters, June
He added that Strohecker will
, 1972, the four ers, including co-defendant E. ments:
spokesman said.
A rumor floating around Murray and the Murray State campus
support the tractor pull: Hutson pleaded
be able to take advantage of the
ty on Jan. 15, dur- Howard Hunt Jr. and, ultimateThe pull will be open to far- Chemical, Farmer Grain,
—The Committee for Fair- that the new Roy Stewart Stadium is going to collapse has been
professional
experience mers
ing OW second week of their ly, high officials in the execu- ness
in Calloway and adjoining Calloway County Coop,
to the Presidency asked a proved groundless.
P.C.A., trjeand have been awaiting fiavailable in the library for some
tive branch of the govern- federal court to block resumpcounties. It will not be a sanc- Stokes
A growing number of people Friday were hearing the rumor
Tractor,
McKeel ical sentencing by Sirica Pendteaching'
, situations, while
ment," their motion said. •
tioned pull, the spokesman said, Equipment, Growers
tion of the Senate's public Wa- that Jeanne Dixon, well-known "prophet," has predicted that "a
Tobacco.- ing review, he had sentenced
emphasizing a fuller utilization
On Jan. 15, the four fired tergate hearings. The Rhode football stadium in Kentucky will collapse in 1973."
and any tractor that has been Floor, Lovett Gulf
Oil, Mayfield them provisionally to the maxof the library as a learning
their original lawyer, Henry B. Island-based group also asked
modified will not be eligible to Firestone, Johnson's'
Mrs. Dixon was called Friday by a local official, who declined to
Im- imum terms of 55 years in prisenvironment for students in the
Rothblatt, who would not let the court to revoke the com- be named,and was asked if she made such a prediction.
participate. Only stock tractors plement, Ford-Riegards
on, on and fines of $50,000 on
library science program.
them plead guilty. The court mittee's authority to investigate
that are standard from the C.D. Vinson, Harrison
An emphatic "No" was the answer.
Farm charges of conspiracy, burglary
A native of Allentown, Pa.,
assigned
factory will be eligible.
a lawyer for the guilty the scandal. The hearings are
Mrs. Dixon said that under no circumstances would she make
Center, Lyno,-frove Feed and and wiretapping.
Strohecker has served in a
pleas and the four men later set to resume Sept. 24.
Weight classes for the pull Seed, J..
— such a general prediction of disaster. She said that if she thought
Wallis and Son;
variety of professional and
The four, all of whom had hired attorney Daniel Schultz,
will be 4,500, 5,500, 7,000, 9,000, Pascafl Equipment,
a stadium was going to collapse, she would name the specific
Atty.
Gen.
Elliot
L.
Richardson
Motor
academic positions at several
been living in Miami, are Ber- who filed Friday's motion.
12,000, 13,000 and 15,000 pounds.
stadium and contact the proper authorities.
said
he
would
give
Watergate
colleges and universities, innard I. Barker, Frank A.
Before accepting the guilty special prosecutor Archibald
She emphasized that no such prediction had been made by her.
The 15,000 pound class is mus
open
cluding Gettysburg College,
However, the official said that the call was made because
turbo, but all tractors
Cox an FBI summary of nationEast Texas State, University of
several people had indicated that the situation was getting so bed
have stock fuel system4,The
al
security
wiretaps
on
17
NixMichigan,
Kent
State, spokesman
said.
on administration officials and that some parents would refuse to let their children go to the
Louisiana State University in
opening game tonight.
The event will
newsmen.
tilt1
New Orleans and Spalding
and admission foradults will be
College.
$1.50, childrart under 12, $1, and
Active in several professional
children Attider 6, free.
organizations, Strohecker has
R4leti governing safety and
had a number of articles
tion of tractors will be in
WASHINGTON(AP) -- Atty. cluirges of bribery, extortion of any recent meetings between
published in journals
and effect.
Other rules generally Gen. Elliot L. Richardson will and conspiracy.
Agnew and Richardson. He
professional publications. He Of
effect.followed in sanctioned pulls will iet.a feral.greod jury consid_Meanwhile, i& Washington.
listed in "A Biefrapidealhe•ores Airtime,*-ef any-retie-TollOwed. Weigh-in of trac- er material from an investiga- Justice Department spokesmen
Dictionary of Librarian* in the
cent developments in the case.
tors will be held at Outland's tion of Vice President Spiro T. began saying "no comment" inAnderson, who succeeded AgUnited States," ithd "Who's
Seed house, located at Fourth Agnew but still has not decided stead of their usual -no" when
Who in Arneriean Education."
new in 1966 as the chief elected
By BILL NEITUEFtK
are differences of opinion," Siand Chestnut between 1 p.m. to seek an indictment, sources asked whether Richardson had
executive of suburban BaltiHe earwIthe B.S. degree at
Associated Press Writer
mon said in an interview. But
and 5 p.m.
close to the case report.
made his decision to seek an in- more County and still holds
The Muoray State-Tennessee
Pennsylvania (Kutztown) State
WASHINGTON(AP) — A ten he said the President feels that
Trophies will be awarded for
sources
said
The
Friday
night
dictment
of
Agnew.
that post, was released on per- per cent income tax surcharge the American people pay Tech game Sept. 72, will be
College, the M.A. degree at
first, second and third place that Richardson has decided
The sources said the decision sonal recognizance by U.S. Dis- is not
.
,,,Ereorge Peabody College and
under active considera- enough taxes and he responded designated as "West Kentucky
only that it is appropriate for to let the grand jury see the trict Court Judge Joseph Young
the Ph. D. at the University of
tion by the Nixon adminis- with a flat "no" when asked if Night" at the new Roy Stewart
the grand jurors in Baltimore results of the Agnew investiga- pending trial Jan. 7.
Michigan.
tration despite a White House the proposal is under serious Stadium, and a large, but
innocent in Baltimore to tion apparently was behind the
limited number of comA 39-count indictment re- official's suggestion to the con- consideration.
PTA BOARD
change in official comment.
plimentary general admission
turned Aug. 23 accused the 56- trary, the top aide to Treasury
Was it a trial balloon'
The Executive Board of the
In August Richardson had ad- year-old Democrat of extorting Secretary George P. Shultz
"I don't think so," Simon re- tickets have been given to Pete
Kirksey Unit of the Parentvised Agnew by letter that he $46,420 from eight engineering says.
in
Furthermore, deputy plied. He said that the adminis- Waldrop for distribution
Teacher Association will hold
would have an opportunity to and architectural firms doing Secretary William E. Simon tration
is flexible on economic Calloway County.
its first meeting Wednesday,
meet with prosecutors before a work for Baltimore County.
said it is "not relevant" to sug- proposals and that various proThese tickets are free and
MAYFIELD, Ky. AP ) — A
September 16, at 1:30 p.m. in
final decision was made in his
gest that Shultz will be leaving posals are under constant dis- available on a first come, first
union
spokesman
said
no
negothe home of the new president,
case. The sources said they
his *1st because of the highly cussion.
served basis at both local banks
Mrs. Billie Baltzell, who urges tiations have been scheduled in
were unaware of . any such
publicized
diffel cotes over
He repeated Shultz's objec- and at the Murray Federal
AU-members to attend the an attempt to end a strike at
meeting or any contact between
taxes with President Nixon's tion to tax proposals, saying Savings and Loan. A.W. Simthe General Tire and Rubber
thg
Richardson and Agnew.
chief domestic adviser, Melvin that by the time any tax bill mons should be contacted at the
Co. here, which ended its secPADUCAH, Jy. (AP) — AuAgnew's press aide. J Marsh
R. Laird,
passed Congress it would be too Bank of Murray, Larry
=MIIMIIIIIINI111111111101111111111•1111111 ond week Friday.
thorities are looking for a man Thomson, said he did not know
While Shultz was away in late to do any good, and would Mayfield, at the Peoples Bank,
Some 1,350 members of who robbed the Peoples First to consider information about
Tokyo attending a trade meet- only encourage increased gov- and Bobby Grogan at Murray
-United Rubber Workers Local National Bank and Trust Co. Agnew gatbered so far in an ining, Laird held a news confer- ernment spending.
Federal.
665 struck at midnight Aug. 31 here Friday of $10,000, the third vestigation of alleged kickbacks
ence Thursday to say that the
And he said that the governFair and seasonably cool to_a dispute over terms con- time in a year the bank has by contractors and architects to
A special tribute the same
surcharge is under considera- ment's experience with tax proday and tonight. Sunday, partly owing their new three year been
Maryland politicians.
held up
tion by the administration as a posals is that when one goes to evening also will spotlight the
cloudy and continued cool. contract.
Two customers and bank emThe sources said there was
way to cool inflation.
Congress, "*hat comes back 50th anniversary of the opening
Highs today and Sunday in the
In the meantime, a strike by ployes were forced to lie on the no indication when the continThe Calloway County FireThe
proposal
would
from
call for
the Hill is a Christmas of classes at the University; the
$0
704. Lows tonight in the 152 employes of Ingersoll-Rand floor
vttnsor a
during the holdup. The uing investigation of Agnew Rescue Unit
Murray Normal School first
10 0 r 50s. Winds will be mostly
Co., Centrax Division, contin- robber fired two shots in an un- would be completed. The vice roadblock Sunday, September the taxes to be refunded after tree. And that gives us very
opened its doors to students in
inflation abated and the econo- little choice, doesn't it"
northerly from five to ten miles ued Friday. The workers, mem- successful
attempt to unlock president has described as lies 16, in Murray to support their my slowed
School
down. It is comSimon met with Laird Friday the Murray High
per hour today, becoming light bers of the International Asso- one cash drawer but no
one allegations that he took kick- fire fighting and rescue efforts. monly known as a compulsory
building on Sept. 24, 1923.
gave
and
pair
him
White
a
of
and variable tonight.
ciation of Machinists and Aero- was injured.
Rescue squad members will
backs in return for awarding,.
savings plan.
cotton gloves. It was a play on
"We hope Calloway County
Rain likely Monday, gradual space Workers, walked off their
Police said the man, after contracts while he was Fialti- be at different points along
Shultz, after Simon tele- the "cotton-pickin'" quote.
will have the largest group of
clearing Tuesday and fair on jobs Thursday after the union leaving behind a wig and sung- more County executive and North and South 12th Street
phoned Laird's remarks to him,
"Mel's a good guy," Simon people at Murray for this
Wednesday. Rather cool during and company could not agree lasses, fled on foot. The bank subsequently governor of Mary- Sunday to solicit
donations criticized the proposal and sugsaid. "He's got a great sense of significant and historic °cthe period, with early morning on terms of the first union con- was held up July 13, 1972, and land.
from motorists.
• gested that Laird should "keep humor
and he thought that was c:40On," Waldrop said in urging
lows in the upper 40s and low tract.
April 11, 1973. Five persons
Earlier Friday, Dale AnderThe local rescue unit is Ida eatton-pickin' hands off eco- very funny." He added that Calloway Countians to pick up
The
workers
had
voted
May
50s and afternoon highs in the
were charged in connection son, the first Maryland official
supported
_entirely-- by nomic.policy."
ultz and Laird. are 'Vzeamplimentery tickets at
10.to affiliate with the aidan------erith the previous robberies.
70s.
indicted in ths.iil, pleaded donations.
.—•
every Subject, there fremely close friends."
the designated locations.
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Dr. Strohecker
Named Director
MSU Libraries

Four Cuban Watergate Burglars
Try to Change Plea to Innocent

Calloway FFA To Sponsor
Tractor Pull on Saturday

Rumor That Stadium Will
Collapse is Groundless

Richardson Still Has Not
Decided to-Seek Indictment

A

Surcharge Not Under
Active—Consideration

'West Kentucky
NighttElanned
At New Stadium

No Negotiations
Set At Mayfield

To End URW Strike

The Weather

Paducah Bank
Robber Still
At Large Today

Rescatnit
To Sponsor
Roadblock

Attend The Openin? Of MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium, Tonight,
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Pony Express?
In its latest "postal bulletin," always crammed
with dandy departmental tips for postmasters, the
United States Postal Service obliquely confesses to
some skepticism about the United States Postal
Service.
The confession oddly relates (life is a seamless
web) to new Securities and Exchange Commission
regulations, which require a seller of securities to
deliver them to stockbrokers no later than the fifth
business day after the sale.
The postal service reports that the SEC, which has
some doubts of its own about mail delivery, will no
longer let stockbrokers accept "the excuse that the
certificates are in the mail." In view of this nonfraternal attittide and the new five-day time limit,
the USPS bulletin advises all conscientious postmasters to warn people mailing securities "to use
the most Atieditious service available."
Which is"—Los Angeles (Calif.; ) Times

Ten Years Ago Today
L&DOIZ•TIX111 Fill

Deaths reported are Mrs. Layton Youngblood, age
64, yesterday, and Mrs. Lucendia Dunn, age 86,
today.
Airman Donald K. Edwards, son of Mr. and Mrs.
George R. Edwards, has been assigned to the Air
Force Base at Amarillo, Texas.
Judge Robert 0. Miller, will be the speaker at the
annual fall meeting of the Southeast Missouri
Veterinary Medicine Association at Sikeston, Mo.,
on September 18.
Shirley Wade and Burlene Brewer had high games
in bowling in the Magic Tri League this week

2.0 Years Ago Today*
LIDGAILa T1111318 NIX

Mrs. Wallace Dowdy,age51, di,ed this morning at
her home in Murray.
State Senator James M. Lassiter, of Murray has
been appointed by Gov. Larence Wetherby as one of
the state delegates to Legislative Work Conference
on Southern Regional Education September 24-25, at
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Dr. A.D. Wallace, Murray, president of the South'western District Dental Society, presided at the
neeting -held at Paducah. Other local dentists attending were Hugh McElrath, A.H. Kopperud, A.G.
Nilson, Bill Pogue, and Castle Parker.
Dr. John R. Hutson of Washington, D.C., president
:of the World Tobacco Congress, has been the guest of
ibis brother, N.P. Hutson, and Mrs. Hutson of
Murray.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LIDGILI•TM= MA

Deaths reported are Mrs. Charity Folwell, age 46.
Pottertaaw and Mrs. J. Mack Jenkins of Memi;phis, Tenn.
f, Fifty-seven men, many of them in their teens, will
-- /eli-VeMlIrra7 for Evansville,- itxt:;-to-take -physicalexaminations preparatory to entering the armed
"services on September 21.
'
ff. Ed Filbeck, principal of Murray High School, said
the enrollent for the twelve grades is 563.
: • Births reported this week include a girl to Mr. and
?Mrs. John Smotherman, girl to Mr. and Mrs. Trince
.
.--Lovett, boy to Mr. and Mrs. WD.Kelley,and boy to
.;:Mr. and Mrs. Finis Hutchens. -Mr. and Mrs. Gus Farley announce,the marriage

?of their daughter, Hilda:Claire,, 'to,Aviation.Cadet.
f;Thomas A.Fenton,son of Mr. and Mrs,H.J. Fenton.
-The vows were read on September 4. ...)

Bible Thoughtfor
of the Lord came unto Jonah the
3:1.
time.—Jonah
econd
We all have run out on God at some time or
another, but how woiNlerful it is to know we are
'given a second chand!
And the Word

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
There are three ways among many to make a man
laugh: report to him that his enemy is going
bankrupt and he may-chortle, although quietly. Give
,.him a sackful of $100 bills and, while he wishes the
— sign of wealth was a little less ostentatious and five
sackfuls of $20 bills instead, he will be likely to yell

with 'glee. Tell hilt be is going to die and he will
scOrnfulif,7-certain that you are—a-Idtisy
paugh
**let.
"Laughter should dimple the cheek
and not furrow the brow."
—Owen Feltham, c 1621

Your Individual Horoscope

,

Baptisl
Scotts Greve
Worship Service
Evening worship

Frances Drake

Thru TUES

FOR MONDAY,SEPTEMBER 17, 1973

Look in the section in which personality. You have a penyour birthday comes and find chant for unusual activities.
what your outlook is, according Indeed, you like activity itself,
but tend to overtax yourself at
to the stars.
times. Ti' to curb this tenARIES
dency, as well as an inclination
(Mar. 21 to-Apr. 20)
to go to extremes. Your talents
There is more substance and are many and, with proper
potential to this day than may education and development,
be seen at a superficial glance. you could succeed at almost any
Yet it will demand patience, vocation you choose, as well as
avoidance of hasty decisions an avocation — which would
and well-directed activity.
probably be along creative
TAURUS
lines. Fields for which you are
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
best suited, however, include
hewn.hovel 4•410“•••••• It••••••••••••• lac rooms
Matters will probably get off writing, teaching, acting,
ALEC SUD1XESS
to a quick start in the a.m. Look finance or geology. Birthdate
MUM WARD
carefully over your schedule of: Anne Bancroft, film star.
a
and planned procedure, then go
a
_
forward — aiming HIGH!
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1973 Far a personal LIS pant*
LAST TEN DAYS
GEMINI
torecast on hesith, weal. love and
•
WOIJIM1111111,114MIT
9
- marriage. send SI 00 plus 25 cents m
(May 22 to June 21) lit°1
A
AMIN
WYMAN PISIBMIT11111
tor postage and handling to
ro Noma A nuomesarrricrec
There may be some moments coin
Horoscope Book Department Sox 173,
York,.
N
Y
Chelsea Station, New
when you feel insecure; certain Old
10011, mentioning this nereSpaPer
that you are not making suf- Print your NAME. ADDRESS with
•
and DATE OF BIRTH (to be sure
ficient progress. These are the ZIP,
you get the right forecast for your
."111=11.111*''
Sign)
very times that call for clear zodiac
thinking and well-planned
Sat. 1:00 HI 3:00
N e....
action. Heed!
CANCER
"TREASURE OF
t.........
"
AN.. s'Allik
(June 22 to July 23)
40
.1
MAKUBA"
Make no changes in matters
now running smoothly, but keep
—
plus
---'''
L4.11
11111111111
efibbe .
looking, nevertheless, toward
.
which
there
could
be
areas in
1st Chapter of our 15
-,.....__
-.Cle...
"standstills," where new
tactics may be needed.
Chapter
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. M) 4/2441it
TEMPLEVILLE, Md. (AP)
Solar influences indicate an
Nene Serviese
extremely active day. Things — Officials of this small farmshould move along briskly, and ing community have asked to
you with them. But don't scatter be dropped from the federal
— All Seats 75' —
your energies.
revenue sharing program after
VIRGO
watching federal regulations
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
devour all but $18 from their
New methods and policies first two checks.
initiated in sensible accord with
September 11, 1973
Harry T. Knotts, president of
requirements should go over
ADULTS 102
the three-man town commisTHEATRE
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Frances Drake
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Thursday that he has
sion,
said
about fulfilling promises.
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• :Thru
written the Office of Revenue
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Crutcher
(Gay
Baby
Girl
Sharing and the Queen Anne's
FOR SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1973
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Nell, Mother), Route 2, Hazel.
Careful exploration of of- County Commission asking that
Look in the section in which investigating the curious and
DISMISSALS
ferings
and soundly directed the checks be stopped.
inalways
which
—
unusual
find
your birthday comes and
Mrs. Mildred Dorothy Black, imagination needed now. Don't
Templeville received $144 in
Piscean.
terests
the
what your outlook is, according
Route 7, Murray, Edward mix business and personal two revenue sharing checks
to the stars.
this year but had to pay $126 to
YOU BORN TODAY are a Wilson Seowitz, 7124i Main St., affairs.
publish federally required rescholar at heart, ceaseless in a Murray, Mrs. Eunice Elaine SCORPIO
ARIES
quest for knowledge and a whiz Morton, Route 1, Hazel, Master (Oct. 24 to Nov 22) net' ports in the legal section of a
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Maintain a steady pace if you local paper explaining what the
You are usually more than at imparting your learning to James Daniel Hicks, Route 1.
Hughes would accumulate the sub- money would be used for.
competent in handling dif- others. You would • make an Benton, Leonard
Knotts called the publication
ficulties "on your own" but this educator par excellence or, Pritchett, Box 81, Dexter, Mrs. stantial reserves and resources
is a day when you may need a along similar lines, an out- Billie Diane Wilson, No. 8 you desire. Steer clear of time- requirement for this town of
little advice. ff so, seek it from standing lecturer. You have a Riviera Cts., Murray, Mrs. wasters and nonessentials.
about 70 persons -ridiculous."
great love of nature and all William Leonard Garner, Route SAGITTARIUS
experts only.
"People in town already
things related to the earth; 3, Murray, Mrs. Vivian Sykes, (Nov. 231 to Dec7 21)
know what it's going to be used
TAURUS
could shine as a botanist, 1310 Poplar St., Murray, John
A different approach rather for," he said. Commissioners
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
or Over Only
Venus, favorable, will help agriculturist or geologist. Patrick Gallagher, 1810-B than a complete change of decided at the start of the prointerest
Business
will
probably
William
keynote
to
Monroe,
Murray,
be
the
may
objective
you to capitalize on your unique
gram to use funds for a drainideas instead of keeping them in you less than a profession and, Joseph Claxton, Route 5, Box your success now. Take time to age project.
in
the
latter
connection,
the
best
330, Murray, Joe Michael think things out, to absorb
the thought stage. An artistic
touch, an efficient approach will outlets for your talents, aside Rowland, 110 South 12th St., details.
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from the aforementioned, in- Murray, Lillard Edward Th- CAPRICORN
Pay oft
clude the law, literature and weatt, Route 1, New Concord, (Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) Xi
Coming Oct. 411
GEMINI
music. Traits to curb:
Make a dry run for future
Mrs. Carolyn Kay Darnell, 1611
(May 22 to June 21)
moodiness and impatience with
John Wayne is
Locust, Murray, Mrs. Wanda reference in vital areas, but
As with Taurus, you, too, will others.
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,..Ite••••••••I•
$
• S
Sue Colson, Route 1, Hamlin, with system and consistency,
find this an excellent day for
"Cahill U.S. Marshall" *
making the most of unusual YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
Master John Mark Morris, 1704 not sporadically or in haste.
argument.
FOR 1973 For • personal 140-Ped•
ideas and plans. Romance forecast
Audabon, Murray, Miss Lisa Shun needless
*on health, wealth, kw* and
AQUARIUS
favored, also.
marriage. send S1.00 plus 25 cards In
Michele Robinson, Route 2,
coin for postage end handling to
to Feb. 19)
(Jan.
21
Horoscope Bookaeportment, Doi 173,
Murray, Mrs. Shirley
Ann
CANCER
Associates and co-workers
Chelsea Station, New York, N
0 Old
Russell, Route 5, Murray, Mrs. may not all be heading in the
(June 22 to July 23) 43)
10011, manrianing nits
ADORES wilt,
Print
your
NAME,
Be prepared for some op- ZIP,ansi DATE OF BiRTH(lobesure
Brenda Sue Beth and Baby Boy, same direction or for the same
position and be ready to counter you get me rigor forecast for your
Route 1, Gilbertsville, Mrs. reasons. Think well before
zodiac sign)
— with tact If well-planned,
Christine Sanders Parker, 1600 joining any side but, once
you could launch a new venture,
South 16th St., Murray, Mrs. decided, don't waver.
but don't rush into the totally
line Jean Butterworth, (ex- PISCES
unfamiliar.
pired), Route 1, Murray.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Neptune favorable. Invent,
LEO
where it
( July 24 to Aug. 23( latg
third largest ethnic improvise, build anew
The
to take a forward
Watch-and-wait is often a
in Canada is that of the will help you
group
_
wise man's game. But don't fall
--step. Your ambitions and
Germans.
asleep on the watch! Msess
ingenuity should be keen.
-carefully, take precautions
week,remain for
Mead, created by the
Lake
againzt _deception.
quelified_gractuate_studeots _to building ef the-Hoover-Darn in. YOU BORN TODAY are a
apply for one of 590 awards in Arizona, is one of the largest highly enthusiastiOixivichiii,
VIRGO
vivacious and gregarious of
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
the 1974-75 competition for man-made lakes in the world.
Because you may not be doing grants to study abroad offered
the usual now, do not shift to the under the Fulbright-Hays Act
A
wildly unusual, the bizarre. and by foreign governments,
Open 700 Start 745
Curb a present tendency toward universities and private donors.
3:00, 5:00, 7:00 and 9:±39i*
I URRAY
extremes.
Norman 0. Lane, dean of
DR
IN
IVE
..41 Sat. & Sun. 1:3011a
Ends TONITE
LIBRA
is
student affairs at Murray State
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
University and Fulbright
•..,,CHUCK WEIN
Exchange ideas, meet with program adviser on the camImam Produce MICHAEL JEFFERY• P•othate• BARRY de
PRENDERGAST
*
associates, ask questions. These pus, said the deadline for filing
Jo.
color by DE LUXE • Fmrn TRANSVyE PICTURES CORP.
*
are some of the many ways to an application is
Oct.
5.
Ap• SOundtra00 Album Available on
improve your position in
Warner Bros Reprise Reeords
RESTRKTID 031210
*
preparation for the week ahead. plication forms and further
information for Murray State
SCORPIO
Untied Artists
*
students are available in Lane's
( Oet. 24 to Nov. 22)
office
in
the
Administration
Make the most of benign
AGAIN
Influences to bolster good will in- Building.
Full grants providing roundENTERTAINMENTall relationships. Just. two trip transportation, tuition and
restlessness
Curb
admonitions:
maintenance are available to 33
and don't express opinions
countries.
Fulbright-Hays
unless specifically asked.
What the Devil hath joined together
Travel Grants are offered to 12
SAGITTARIUS
No Prevues
let no man cut asunder!
countries,
and
private
donor
(Nov. 23 tgDec. 21)
In dealings with others, be awards to 33 countries.
Shown During
Candidates must be U.S.
sure to note their reactions. The
citizens
at
the
time
of
apTo allow audiences to
right word at the right time
This Engagement.
could be a big factor in putting plication, hold a bachelor's
regain their composure
degree or its equivalent by the
over ideas.
—The Management
,after each showing of
beginning date of the grant,
CAPRICORN
'Sisters"
no
one
will
be
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) WO have language ability comseated during a
Gauge well: Do not overstress mensurate with the demands of
one matter and underestimate the proposed study projects,
another which COULD be even and be in good health.
•
•
more important. Profit by
WINNER OF 3 ACADEMY'AWARDS'
Preference is given to apI.
experience.
•
plicants between 20 and 35 years
7:30
AQUARIUS
of age.
*
ji,e4LA Laturday & Sunda 12:30
lit
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A day in which to avoid
Harvard University in Masmaking hasty decisions and
GENERAL AUDIENCES
sachusetts was founded in 1636.
impossible demands. In other
ALL AGES ADMITTED egsh
respects, you should have
The area oi'lhe Principality
smooth sailing.
TECHNICOLOR"
- of Liechtenstein is 81 square
°Ato1N,ISION. 42.f
PISCES
miles.
Rantuta
IMMO n
(Feb. 24 AO Mar. 201
WinDrIDIDERANNIFER SALT:SISTER° c141.-4NOV. OM
.
A too day for maktfig
The Principality of Monaco
necessary, changes; also for covers only 369.9 acres.
11:30 p.m.**********
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Town Asks
To Drop
From Sharing
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Surf's up!

Your Individual Horoscope
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* SERIAL **
'MANHUNT OF MYSTERY
ISLAND"

Hospital Report

An

jrnown.

riavreffirgii
Late Show
Tonite fl:40
'IVOLUPTUARY"
LE 18

)60'

CENTRAL

Emmanuel Missie
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
First

Monies;Worship

Baptis

Evening Worship

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Northsid•
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Sinking Sarin
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Hate Saptit
Morning Worship
Evening worship

Poplar Soria
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Grace
Morning worship

Evening Worship

BISSI Rive
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Kirksity Beet
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Memorial Bei
Morning Warship
Evening Worship

Now Mt. Carmel NI
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Flint reptial
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Cherry Cerise
Morning Worship

Evening Worship

Elm Greve
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Satern elaptle
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Suter Creek
Morning worship
Evening worship
Owens Mt.,
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Mount Horeb Freewill
Sunday School
Worship

Vernon's Boot a
al

Now Open In Our
From The Central SI
Boots
Shoes Fo

Boone's
THE CLEANER

Corvetl
-BOWL I

1415 Main Street

* * CINEMA 1 * *

bow

Graduate Students
Eligible For 590
Study Grant AidsOnly a taw

"DAliGATE.RS " [RBI s-:
OF SATAN S 11 P! I -A \ T

Dunn I
A
SALE
Adm

Uncle Jeffs Shopj

Motors

Cain lir
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Ambassador H

Top
Five Points

(5114

* JIMI HENDRIX • PAT HARTLE1'

John D. Go

INEMA 2 * *

--SUN. thru WED.
SIAMESE TWINS AT BIRTH...

SPECIAL SHOCK
RECOVERY PERIOD!

ONCE
MAGNIFICENT

I

Hwy. 94-

1 0

Grieiar

TOM Al

Steaks - Chops
Specials: mon., Si
Wed., Ground Sirloi
No. 12th Ext. 6

COM
Insurance Cl
Hwy. MI S. (Hazel t.

MELOT

3:30 and

G.11104 Arm
.n0_
*LATE SHOW

It,:

"OH CALCUTTA"

t

Wel

LUBIE
SUN
Lubie & R
1100 Chestnu

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Li LI

E it

Methodist

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

Baptist

is

Scotts Greve
11 00 a.m.
WcwAhiCi Service
Evening worship
7 30p.m.

Palestine united
Worship Service 11 •.m. 1s0
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel linit.rf
te a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
South Pleasant Grove
10:45 a.m
Morning Worship
700p.m.
Evening Worship
Good Shepherd United
1030•.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
930a.M.

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
EvOhiln Worship

II a.m.
:30p.m

11 •.M.
6 30

Faith Baptist
11 A.M.
Morning Worship
6:20 P.M.
Evening Worship

First Baptist
titiOrning Worship
10.45a.m
Evening Worship
6 30p.m.
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

It a.m.
II p.m.

alorthsid•
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 am.
70.m.

Almo Heights
llam
Morning worship
7 30p m
Evening worship
Wolfed, 310 Hiram Ave.
10. m
Sunday School
7p m
Evening Worship
Concord
New
Undo/.
10.15,
Sunday School
11• m .7p m
Worship Services
Calvary Tempi*
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11• m . 7:24
Worship Services
m
First ASSeMbly Of God

11 a.ns.

Kirksey Baptist'
Morning Warship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.ns.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Warship
10`.50a.m
Evening Worship
7 00 p.m

Church School
Worsltio Service

New Mt Carmel Missionery
11:00•.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

itha

II a.m.
7p.m.

Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
114.1h.
Evening Worship
7: IS a.m.
Sugar tree*
11 a r m,
7:15 p.m.

D

Is its language too out of date? Have
you imagined it contradicts its self?
Are you of the opinion God's love for us is a paradox?
Do you think if God really loved us He would let us
be sick, experience pain and suffer death? Is the Bible actually
hard for you to understand? If your answer is "yes,"
then you should enroll in Sunday School, start going to church
regularly and join the band of honest, serious seekers
after God's own will in your life; the true interpretation
of Nis word. To the believer the Bible makes sense, it
is easy to understand arid in it there are no contradictions.

Now Open In Our New Location On Acardia, Across
From The Central Shopping Center.- 753-98115
Boots & Shoes For Any Activity Under The Sun

Peck's Auto & Furniture
Upholstery

Prayer Changes Us,
Not God

& MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS

MR
606 S 4th

753 7992

Five Points

.

Phone 753-2202

(ifni3Orip-arie

J.W. WILHAM-MGR.

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

Ph. 474-2211 Ext. 171

Ky Lake State Park

Phone 753-1319

Industrial Road
IA

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance

Lassiter & Frankhouser
Glass Company

jr

BOOKS"

Ph. 753-3037

-Commercial-Residential.
Original Equipment Auto Glass
1202 Johnson Blvd.
753 7117

American
Motors
Cain-& Trees Motor--Sal..---

Five Points

Ph 753-3571, Murray

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING
Benjamin

gag, . ig
Ra.t.4;'e f Restaurant

0.,•
----',
iiiiii-•

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy. 68 at Aurora
Phone 474-2202

1210 Main

Johiti).-Grogan-Rebile Mentes
crietj ,
.

_

.SALES . SERVICE

Moore paints

Vegetables and Desserts

753.

Fast Service - Open Sundays
Phone 753-2100
Hwy. 641 North

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales-Service-Parts
Boating Supplies
94 E At MurrCaoymBpaleittCo.

'Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

PARK RENTAL

731.123.1

So. 12th S. Story
753-04.53

Chestnut St.
753-1115

- -,
4
1

Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates • Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak . Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chicken- Fri., Fish

2. F1.-..)

MEMBER E.T.D.
502 N 4th St.

No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

753-3251

• ...

Phone 753-1933

12th

- ,,

Wells Electric

SALES. . SERVICE & RENTALS 11'.

LUBIE & REBA'S

Ward-Elkins
,

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
4:
Lubie & Reba Parrish, owners
,
,
Phonts.733-1713
icomapie
:
:
5314$8.
Street-Phone
Chestnut
1100

. _,-

Rt. 4,

753-1717
Murray, Ky.

COMPLIMENTS

Murray Livestock Co.

Joe Morris & Sons
Mobile Homes

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P M

- PH

753 5334

Hogs bought daily

.

Ph. 753-9636

WM. E. DODSON, OWNER

Began, Ky

4
50 Varieties of Roses
Shrubbery & Supplies
All Types of Bird Houses

.
The .Beauty Box

r

3 ..
fi

WANDA NAt4CE-OWNER

a

753-7132

'705 Chestnut

500 N. Ith

f% j1

M*44

Fern Terrace Lodge
Mrs. Mona Purdom-RN-Admin.
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN"
Physician On Call At All Times
753-7109
1505 Stadium View Drive

Storey's foocUG-lant--

_

Kentucky Lake (*.Company'
JOBBERS OF SHELL-OIL PRODUCTS
SMELL
\'ii'

7
Mayfield
747 1487

Murray
753-1323

\

Resort
ni
Lyturst

_

Col and Mrs Thomas Brown-Owners
Air Shopping Center
Phone 436 7345 and 436 5376

Phone 753 7997

_Weit Kentucky Rural
. _ Eleatic
-.4•4Pperativir Corp..
Phone /534012

Paschall Truck Lines

V* y

God Still Speaks To
Those Who Take Time
To Listen

Typewriters _ Adding Machines and
Calculators
115 So 4th
753-1763

COMPLIMENTS

i

Phone 753.6168

501 N 4th

- PIZZA • SPAGHETTI

& Chestnut

Phone 753-8220

Call in Orders 753-7101

__Numbing, Heatina,and Air Conditionin
Commercial and- liessainTi.11---TaTerrrirvicTRepairs & Installation-Gas & Sewer

25 Cent Delivery on All Orders

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies

, SUPER BURGER

Sycamore at 12th

Bel
Murray, Ky.

753.2385

Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans
Holmes Ellis, Mgr
E.W. Outland, Supt

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

Trenholm's Drive-in

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES

COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work.. Free estimates.
Ph. 753-7150
Hwy. 641 S. (Hazel Hwy.)

2 Mi. From 5 Points on N. lath Ext.

• 444- ''‘ -ShOloY Gard"-Catitt•r-

Giiy Spann
,
Real Estate Agency

HENRY PENNY CHICKEN

Murray's Only Authorized Sylvania Dealer
Complete Repair Service On All Makes

GRAIN DIVISION

753 3/34

Residential - Commercial - Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying - Selling- Leasing
,
Pnone 753 7724
518 W. Main '

Hutson Chemical Co. ,Inc.

Orten's TV
Sales and Service

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

'

Shirley Florist
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

753-3144

808 Coldwater Rd

Katmai,Tried ekieka -Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

Murray's Most Complete Department Store
753-7175
Central Shopping Center

-

Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger Truck& Farm Tires

AIR CONDITIONING

"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
753-1372
4th at Poplar

. * ''.
qZ
....
i

4.4im
.
18

-

Murray, Ky

C._."_.07SES

Phone 753-81111

Chestnut

Ewing Tire Service

Phone 753-41132

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine

Member FDIC

TOM ANDREWS --Y talrICHOST

amiityastee--

--- A Choice 1•444K brie*4 Relishes- Salads • Moats

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"

Giiiika
-i-Slisalt . Hausa

-i 17 1IR:i
,

ph

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
602

DIV.

Claude Vaughn

.

Hwy.94 -1 Mi. E. Murray- Ph. 753405

IMP'

Ph. 642-4624, Paris

753-7334

ale

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration

Taylor Motors, Inc.

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Murray, Ky

South 2nd St ,

Phone 753-6448

Serving Murray State University
1413 Olive Blvd

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co., Inc.
Chstrsbuteisia GIIit -Erodor.11-------Ititilt
Tires Batteries-Accessories

Am bassador- Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars

Wallace's
Book Store

"BIBLES &
RELIGIOUS

753-5709

Randy Thornton Service Co.

753-1751

*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool

HEATING - SHEET METAL

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

Kenlake Marina

Ph

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Ilth at Chestnut

209 S. 7th

753-6025

Highway 641 North

Way TIM Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services 1045 A.M

Mayfield Hwy. 121

With Over 20 Years Experience
Radio.Stereo-T.V.
753 2900
Mayfield Hwy.
JAS. D. CLOPTON

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
-Complete Automatic Transmission Service-Front End Alignment-Complete Tune-up & Repair Service-

URGER
QUEEN

"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"

Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

753-2411

' Auto Repair
Sholars

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
1415 Main Street

Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a m lit
Sunday-11 • 00 a m 3rd Sunday.
Sunday School 11:00 •.m
lit
Sunday-10:00 a.m. 2nd., 3rd. S.
4th Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 •.m. 2nd.
Sunday: 11:00 • rn, 4th Sunday
Sunday SCh001 10100 •sm 1st, 3rd
I. 4th Sunday: 1100 am.
Sunday

Mobilo Horne Courts

Tucker TV Sales & Service
1 -ff-r" Dealer
Your ,..Z4:!.-

Palace Cafe

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way".
100 So 13th St.
753-3914

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

Dexter-Herdln United
Worship Service 10.00 •.m
1st S. 2nd Sundays, 11,00 a.m.
3rd O. 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
1st 1. 3rd & 4“1 Sunday

Shady Oaks

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Ph. 753-7494

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

Boone's Incorporated

004114141 Methodist
Micwaho Sir y'Cita •T I I a m. 5I&
3rd Sundays, 7 p m 7n0 & 4111
Sunda yS
•
Lynn Greve
Worship Service at 9 45 a m 1st
I. 3rd Sundays. 11 • m 2nd 1 4th
Sunday
Cole's Camp Ground
10 03 a.m
Worship Service

Seventh 6ay Adventist
10.00 a m
Sabbath Sch001
9 30 am
Worship Service

Murray Christian
Worship Services 10 43. m , 7 p.m

11 a vv

Morning Worship

Insist/m.0n Lutheran
• 1 S• M
Sunday School
10 303a m
Morning Worship

11••••••
1.••

•••••••• ••••••••
/31. -

m

Vernon's Boot and Shoe and Western Store
and Shoe Repair

1050 a.m.
6 p.m

St John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10:311cm
Morning Worship
9:X1e"

First Christian
10 30a m .7
Worship Services

Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
Sunday School
9 30 a.m.
Worship
11 00 p.m

Russells Chapel United
10• m

Sunday Scharf

Wayrnan Chapel A.M.S.
I I• m.,7pm
Worship Services

It is really the Book of Life.

Christian

Owens Chapel
11:00AM
Morning Worship
5:30 PM
Evening Worship

1000a.m.

SI Lee Catholic Church
Sunday Mass tam 11• m 4 30
m
6:30
Saturday Mass
Christian Science
11 am.
Worship Service
Jehovah's Witniesseli
1030a m.
Watchtower
710.1,1
Bible Lecture

o you find it hard to read?

11 am

First Methodist
Worship
8 451110 50am

Church of Jesus Christ
CH Latter Day Sin:s
10a m
Sunday School

VIse LOOK!

10 • m.

Mornino Worship
Sunday School

Other Denominations

10 Cla
11 00

Liberty Cumberlawa
10 a m
Sunday School
11 a.m
,
Worship Service
North Meson,Greve
loam
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Oak Grieve
10 am.
Sunday School
Worship Services Ileum., 7p.m.
4•4444.81 Itesant
11/6.m.
Morning Worship
7p.m.
Evening Worship
First Preshttoria0
9:3110.111.
School
Church
10:40 ism
Worship Service

Cherry Owner
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship7p.m.

Coldwater
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Kirtsey United
11 CO• m
Morning Worship
7.00p.m
Evening Worship
Coldwater United
W.OrShip Service 11 00 a.m 15t &
2nd Sunday. 10:00 a m. 3rd & fth
Sunday SCh001 10.00 a m 1st &
2nd Sunday 11:00 a m. 3r0 & Oh
Sunday
Temple Hill United

Ila.m.
3p.m.

Friendship
Sunday School
worship
Morning

1-10IN
BIBLE

Wart

Presbyterian

Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
II a.m.
Evening Worship
7:3110.rn.

Independence United
Sunday School
10.004.m.
Morning worship
Ii '00•• m.

Union Grove
10 SO• M
Morning Worship
6 30 p.m.
Evening WorShiP
Seventh & Poplar
10. 40a.M.
Worship Service
SO rn,
Evening Service
New Concord
a.m.
SO
10
Morning Service
7p.m.
Evening Worship
Phisant Valley
11 a _en
Morning Worship
•
Evening worship

Pentecostal

awning

Morning worship
Evening worship

West Murray
10 stalls.
Morning Worship
opm.
Evening Worship

Murray Church
10•fn.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Locust Grove Church
11 a.m.
Worship
Morning
7 p.m.
Evening Worship

Grace aaptist
Morning Worship
10 dam.
Worship
7p.m.

Bethel United
11 00a m
1st Sunday
7 00p m
2nd & IM Sundays
9 30 a m
3rd Sunday

Green Plain
Morn...a Worship
10 45a M.
Evening ~ship
70.m.

Nazarene

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening worship
6. 30 pin.

Brooks Chapel United
7 00p m
1st Sunday
9 30a m
2nd Sunday
00a m
11
3rd 8. ilth Sundays

University
Morning worship
'0 )0 a.m
Evening Worship
6 °Cost's.

Chestnut Street General
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100a.rn.
Morning Worship

Haiti Illaptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

Elm Grey*
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

New Providence
11 a.fh
Morning Worship
30p.m.
Evening Worship

ion

LocuSt Grove
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.M.
Evening Worship
7:30p m

Mose River
Morning Worship
Evening worship

Church Of Christ

Lase OM PrientRine
1st. Sunciay
2:118
3rd Sunday
10:20

West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

ro Pagliails

g4.

II4E2E4

641 Super Shell
FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY .
Open 6 00 a m Close 17 00 p.m

HOT DELIVERY

510 w.

753-2975

Main

Carroll Tire Service
,..
tiri.lcor
YOUR

South 12th Street---Phone 753-9131 •-i

,

Susie's Cafe

.

AL TIRE.OVALEW -

tin Pogue . i i Block E. of S. 12th

r
'
. Phone 753-14•9

National Hotel Building

4
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Hopkins-James Engagement
;

-Ow. Ah61By Abigail Van Buren

Abby's anniversary
tribute to her husband
ABBY.
DEAR
I shall never forget hearing you speak
before the Independent Life Insurance Company's convention in New Orleans. When you read that beautiful tribute
to your husband, which you published in your column on
your 25th wedding anniversary, we ladies and gentlemen in
your audience counted our blessings as you counted yours.
After your talk, I asked you how I could get a copy of
that tribute, and you toll me to write to you and you'd
send it to me.
Instead of doing that, I'm ailing you to please print it
In your column again, so all your readers can read it, and
have a copy, too. We loved you!
JEANNE GREGORY, JACKSONVILLE, FLA

DEAR JEANNE : Flattery"-ill get you everywhere.
Here it is
N
"Today is a very special day for me. It's my 25th
wedding anniversar.. and I have this to say: I had a
mother and father who really loved each other, so i know
what love is.
I have worked hard to see two teen-agers safely thra
their traumatic teens, so I know what satisfaction Is.
I have prayed. And my prayers have been answered. so
I know what faith is.
i have had by my side, the kindest, gentlest. most
considerate human being I've ever known, so I know what
happiness is.
And because I've knows all these things. . . . I know
what wealth is."
MRS, MORTON PHILLIPS
DEAR ABBY My mother in law, who is a widow, has
two children, my husband and his sister. Mom travels, lot,
and she always brings home souvenirs for my sister in law
and me.
Here's the problem: Mom always gives my sister in
law and me identical gifts, and consequently my home is
full of the same objects as my sister in law's.
Mom is going on another trip soon, and I know she'll be
shopping for gifts for us, and I hate the thought of getting
another one of those "twin gifts."
Should I drop a hint before Mom leaves and hope she
catches on? Or should I be quiet, and pretend I'm pleased
when she gives me and my sister in law identical gifts
again
NAMELESS, PLEASE

DEAR NAMEI-F-S: The poor mother in law just can't
win. In order to show re favoritism between her daughter
and her daughter in law she bays yea Identical gifts, and
what does she get" Complaints! Don't "hint" for something
"different," because no matter what you get, you'll probably think your sister in law's is better.
DEAR ABBY: My 16-year-old son got his 15-year-old
girl friend pregnant. My son and the girl's parents want me
to give my consent for these two kids to marry. I just can't
do it because I would feel like I was ruining three lives.
The kids are nowhere near mature enough for marriage, neither are they financially able to care for themselves, let alone a baby.
Do you know of anyone I can get to talk to the girl's
parents/ Abortion or adoption would be much better for
everybody. Please help me.
CAN'T SLEEP NIGHTS

DEAR CAN'T: Perhaps your clergyman can talk to the
girl's parents. Your local Planned Parenthood also offers
free counseling service. They will NOT try to persuade anyone who does not want an abortion to have one. They simply counsel, and will guide them in adoption procedures
If that is their choice. Good luck.
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NEW SEASON!
Meet the Partridges' new
neighbor—a four year-old
who sings up a storm!
Starting ShtleyJones
_

7:00

IRMA
LA-DOUCE
AN ABCSPECIAL MOVIE
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Miss Patsy Ann _Hopkins
Mr. and Mrs. Joe D. Hopkins of Murray Route Two announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter, Patsy Ann, to Mark Rubin James, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rubin K. James of Murray Route Seven,
Miss Hopkins is a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She attended Murray State University and received the
Associate of Arts in Business degree in May 1973. She is now
employed in the Student Financial Aid Office at Murray State
University.
Mr. James is a 1970 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is attending Murray State University where he is a member
of Sigma Chi fraternity. He is presently employed at Interstate
Battery.
•
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, November 17, at
seven o'clock in the evening at the Flint Baptist (lurch. A
reception will follow in the church social hall. All friends and
relatives are invited to the wedding and the reception.

Saturday, September 15
Dance for members of the
Murray Country Club and their
out of town guests will be held at
the club from 9:30 pin. to 1:30
a.m, following the MSU football
game. Admission is ten dollars
per couple. Mr.and Mrs. Darold,
Keller are in charge of the
arrangements.

Kirksey United Methodist
Men will have a breakfast at
the church at seven a.m. with
Danny Merchant, native of
India, as speaker.

Calloway County Association
for Retarded Children will meet
at the Mental Health Center at
7:30 p.m. All interested persons
are invited.

Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Coy will
have open house in celebration
of their golden wedding anniversary at their home from
Two to four p.m.
—:
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald W.
Churchill, Sr., will be honored
on their 50th wedding anniversary with an open house by
their son and daughters at the
Murray Woman's Club house
from three to six p.m. Please
omit gifts.

Dorothy Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet at the home of Mrs. Hugh
Oakley at tau cm.

•„

d

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order oPthe Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
The. Christian Women's
Fellowship of First Christian
Church will meet at the church
library at one p.m.

Spring Creek Baptist Church
The Music Department of the
annual
its
have
will
homecoming with Sunday Murray Woman's Club will
School at ten a.m., gospel have a "Zodiac Zalad Zupper"
singing at eleven a.m. and 1:30 at the club house at 6:30 p.m.
p.m., and a basket lunch at with Mesdames Charles Mofnoon. Donations for cemetery fett, Roger Reichmuth, Keith
Hays, William Porter, Donald
will be taken.
Story, Donald Brock, Venon
Union Ridge Cemetery will Shown, and John Paulk as
hostesses.
have a meeting at 1:30 p.m.
Monday, September 17
Women's" Society of Murray
State University will have a fall
potluck at 6:30 p.m in the SUB
ballroom.

e

Murray Chapter, National
Secretaries Association, will
meet at the Community Room
of Murray Savings and Loan at
7:30 p.m. Visitors welcome.

Russell's Chapel United
Sunday,September 16
Methodist Church Women will
Paris
District
United meet
at the church at one p.m,
Methodist Women will meet at
the Dresden, Tenn., Church at
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
two p.m.
the Mental Health Center at
Mrs. A. Carman will be 7:30 p.m.
honored at a tea by the Murray
Art Guild form 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Tuesday, September 18
at the Guild on North 6th Street,
Coldwater Homemakers Club
First District American will meet with Mrs. Vada Smith
Legion meeting will be held at at 12:30 p.m.
the Murray American Legion
Circle I of First United
Post 73 home, Maple Street,
Murray, with registration at Methodist Church Women will
11:30 a.m., meal at 12:30 p.m. meet with Mrs. Robert Weston
and business session at two p.m. at two p.m.

N.

0

Richard Armstrong at ten a.m.
A potluck luncheon will be
served.

Penny Homemakers Club will
meet at the home of Mrs.

Murray TOPS Club will meet
at Health Center at seven p.m.

.., .

7:30

Jock temrrionand

Shirley MaoLaine go(
rn q_charminigly antic!' • .
443:rozhe..,
••• iii.

Faith Doran Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet with Mrs.
Isaac Clanton, 705 Vine Street,
at two p.m

.51ide,IV,',
- ... ,.... .
.
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1205 CHESTNUT STREET
WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
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Murray & Hazel Woman's Clubs'
Members Invited to State Meet
The Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs will hold its
annual fall board meeting and
conference at Louisville's Galt
House September 24-26, with the
theme for thls year's conference to be, "Love: Our
Heritage—Our
Southern
Southern Hope."
Members of both the Murray
Woman's Club and Hazel
Woman's Club will attend.
Mrs. Harold Mullins, Valley
Station, KFWC President,
announced that the meeting will
be held in conjunction with the
Southeastern Council Conference of the General
Federaton of Women's Clubs.
The SEC comprises eleven
states and Puerto Rico.
The KFWC Conference will
be highlighted by a forum on the
GFWC National Campaign,
Justice for Juveniles. Monday,
September 24,8:30 a.m. Charles
L. Owen Executive Director of
the Kentucky Crime Commission will speak on "Justice
and Politics." A film, "Children
in Trouble: Alternatives to a
National Scandal" will be
shown.
Guest speaker for the Conference is Dr. Denis G. Martin.
Dr. Martin is an Associate
Professor at the University of
Louisville and Director of the
Renal Unit and Dialysis Center
at General Hospital. His topic
Is, "Future Perspectives in
Kidney Disease." KFWC club
women h,ave collected 5's
million Green Stamps this year,
which purchased four kidney
Dialysis machines.
The coal Industry is sponsoring a reception and banquet
Monday evening. Mrs. E.
Parker Brown, Richmond, Va.,
President of the SEC, will
preside at this meeting, which
features Mrs. Nancy Steorts,
Special Assistant for Consumer
Affairs to Earl Butz, Secretary
of Agriculture, as guest
speaker.
Tuesday morning's agenda
features
Dr.
Rosemary
Sprague, Professor of English
from
Longwood
College,
Farmville
Va.
Tuesday
evening's banquet will feature
Mrs. Carroll E. Miller, In-

'Difficult' B
During the I

ternational 1st Vice-President
for the Genral Federation of
Women's Clubs who will speak
on Heritage and Hope—
Federation. Take Kling, harpist
with the Louisville orchestra,
will present "Magnolias and
Music."
Through its preventative
health program, KFWC anticipates that local club women
will be helping to organize and
provide volunteer assistance for
hypertension clinics to be
conducted throughout the state.
Dr. Mary Fox, Pikeville, will
hold a model hypertension
screening clinic during the
KFWC Conference.
Departmental workshops will
be held in the areas of
Educetion, Home Life, Fine
Arts, International Affairs,
Public Affairs, and Conservation Tuesday morning.
The Kentucky Department of
Mental Health will display
pamphlets, brochures, films,
videotapes, posters and other
materials available for club
women to use in community
programs.
Registration begins at 8 am.
Monday, September 24.

PATRICIA DIANE CLARK, 1504 Oak Drive, Murray, attended
the 23rd annual Adult Music Conference at Interlochen National
Music Camp, Interlochen, Mich. She was awarded a scholarship
to attend the conference by Delta Omicron, Inteniationl Musk
Fraternity for Women of which she is a member. She also
received a scholarship form the fraternity to attend in 1972. The
conference provides a week of intensive study for professional
Peel and halve a couple of and amateur musicians, teachers, and college students. The
cloves of garlic: drop into a stradivari Quartet form the University of Iowa was in residence
bottle of wine vinegar and let for the conference. Miss Clark participated in the Chamber Music
stand a week or two. Use the Workshop. The Murray girl received the Bacberior of Arts
garlic-flavored vinegar in green degree in French at Murray State University in May 1973 and is
salads along with oil, salt and now attending the School of Law at the University of Kentucky,
Pepperand is cellist with the UK Orchestra.

Sunday at...

Memorial Baptist
Church
* Note Burning Service * First Revival Service
* Dinner on Church Grounds
* Former Pastor Guest Evangelist
* Call 753-5750 or 762-61O1< Transportation
Dr. TA. Teter

For Your Drug, Preselption and.
_Sundry Iteeds—,,--.
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Caring For Your h

REVIVAL SERVICES
— SEPTEMBER 16-23 —_
Everyone Welcome!!.

SINGER
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form you of and desa
of the things about
babies that common
parents — telling you i
or not to do about th
should answer many
questions about what
of your new baby,
simple tnstruction
solving problems tl
parents face during th
first year of life. This
the series (eight artic
concerns the develoi
your child after the
weeks when he ti
growing every day, d
a few rudimentary
skills, and becomi
mobile. The articles
various types of '
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derstand why yo
behaves the way he
"DIFFICULT" BA
While no single
temperament maket
much - more difficul
with certain combo
traits are certain
harder to care for. If
such a child it may I
comfort to know that
have a much harder .1
most other mothers.
A baby with a corni
irregularity, withdra
new situations, sli
tablity, negative r
Intense reactions wil
hard to care for indeet
need a great deal of
You will have to be
Willing to be firm not
but many times
Another. You will n
time away from him
- help from your hie
from others. Such a
especially need youi
approval and affectk
times when he is Ls
and "cooperative".
such a difficult baby
to be less difficult,
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will have savedAour
- a lot of trouble Inla
Don't spend much I
to teach hirn some
most battles don't 1
they are older; he w

MONDAY

Dr .rcl
Specie s

70% Polyester - 30% Wool

WOOL BLENDS
— OUR COMPLETE STOCK —

Our Reg.
4.98 yd.

FREE11
stoo Material
with purchase of

$341!

'GOLDEN
TOUCH & SEWby Singer

d

-Simplkity, Butterick,McCallS & Vogue

with Desk Cabinet of your choice

PATTERNS
Largest inventory of
Patterns in Western Ky.
With purcase of material
for same.

Ski
Latino

2 Price

Folded or
With

c

a

Without a c

Tweeds, Stripes,
Double Knits, Warp Knits

MEN'S
WEAR
1/2

Reduced

Price 8 More

One Touch Sewing

1 Large Table

4'

AWORILD TELEVISION

SATURDAY—SEPTEMBER 15, 1973

One Week Only!

$948
Yd

with the newest Golden Touch & Sew*
sewing machine by Singer.
Get the machine that does so much with just one touch.
One touch chooses_str*ght, zig-zag, or decorative
!itches And you can take your choice of 9 stretch stitches
Built-in buttonholer, Push -Button bobbin,too!

RI

2 26" 3
avvaV
No
ti

MURRAY
SEWING CENTER

We have a credit plan designed to fit your budget.

Bd Air Shopping Center ,_
Open,#iOts:Til 9 1,,n1._1 t4_6 Sundays,.....

APPi-i0vEDSINGER DEAR

-0

-- Open 12:00 AA. T111 6 P.M. —

.

-,

9111112:,%:.
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Caring For Your New Baby ...

NIURRAY, KENTUCKY

To Be Married September 29th

Murray Woman's Club Makes Plans For Projects At Executive Meet

'Difficult' Babies Are Discussed
During the First Few Weeks Home

The Executive Board of the exception of the 1922 and 1923
Murray Woman's Club held its books, which
were not
monthly business meeting at available. The bound yearbooks
the clubhouse on September 10. are in the Calloway
County
Mrs. Harold Douglas gave the Public Library.
invocation preceding the lunch.
The board voted to write Dr.
Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman Arthur
Flemming,
Adpresided at the business ministration
of Aging, HEW, in
session. She reminded board support of funding for Older
members of the first general Readers Service Act.
meeting of the club year which
Mrs. Sparkman announced
will be October 8 at six p.m. that the Fall First
District
Mrs. Malcolm Cross, KFWC KFWC meeting will be
in
Vice President, will be the guest Mayfield
on October 6 and that
speaker. Reservations should any club members desiring
be made with departmental reservations may contact
her.
chairmen by October 4.
Mrs. John Belt said that the
The minutes were read by - Fall District contest will feature
Mrs. Jack Bailey. She also read Handicrafts, including the
letters of reply from the Office following categories, block
of the Governor and Senator printing, ceramics—molded
by
Carroll Hubbard concerning hand and poured mold,
china
their support of an effective painting, decoupage,
jewelry,
Auto Title Law for Kentucky. metal craft, paper craft,
potThe treasurer's report was tery, and wood craft. Any
given by Mrs. Thomas Bram, member interested
in entering
and Mrs. Sparkman presented articles
may contact her
the kitchen expenditures for
departmental contest chairAugust.
num.
Mrs.Sparkman said that Mrs.
Mrs. A.C. LaFollette anClegg Austin and Mrs. Don
Keller had completed the
binding of the Murray Woman's
Club yearbooks dating from
1916 through 1973-74 with the

74-

( This is the ninth in a series of easier and faster later on.
eighteen articles that will inKnowing what your child will
form you of and describe some be doing next helps you plan
to
of the things about normal protect him. When he begins to
babies that commonly worry crawl, you have to keep
parents— telling you what to do him away from stairways and
or not to do about them. They things he can pull over.
should answer many of your
When he begins to grasp
questions about what to expect things, you will have to keep
of your new baby, and give dangerous (or valuable) things
simple Instructions about out of his reach. When he can
solving problems that most pick up small objects, you must
parents face during their baby's be sure he doesn't reach and
first year of life. This section of swallow anything that isn't
the series (eight articles in all) food.
concerns the development of
A child who sits early will
your child after the first few probably stand early, but he
weeks when he is visibly won't necessarily talk early.
growing every day, developing
If your baby is slower to do
a few rudimentary language something than expected you
skills, and becoming more should think about why this
mobile. The articles describe might be. If he is slow in just
various types of "normal" one or two items, and average
babies and help you to un- and quick in the others, it may
derstand why your baby be just his style of doing things.
behaves the way he does.)
"DIFFICULT" BABIES
While no single trait of
temperament 'makes a baby
much - more difficult, babies
with certain combinations of
The Board of Directors of Bt.
traits are certainly much Leo's Cooperative Preschool
harder to care for. If you have held their monthly meeting on
such a child it may be a great Tuesday, September 11, at the
comfort to know that you really home* of William and Rae
have a much harder job than do Emener.
most other mothers.
The budget was outlined for
A baby with a combination of the 1973-74 school year. The
irregularity, withdrawal from group reviewed plans for
new situations, slow adap- special activities with Sara
tablity, negative mood and Hussung, preschool teacher.
intense reactions will be very
In September a field trip to
hard to care for indeed. You will the Murray City Park will be
need a great deal of patience. held and speech and hearing
You will have to be firm, and tests will be administered to the
willing to be firm not just once, children.
but many times one after
Vacancies still exist in the
another. You will need more non-profit non-denominational
time away from him and more preschool program in both the
help from your husband and three and four year old group.
from others. Such a baby will Anyone interested in enrolling
especially need your signs of their child or desire more inapproval and affection at those formation about the preschool
times when he is comfortable may contact Mrs. William.
and "cooperative". But even Emener 753-8117 or Mrs.
such a difficult baby will learn Thomas Simmons 753-3157.
to be less difficult, and as he
does, you will have the
Mk for baby
satisfaction of knowing that you
have performed a very difficult The American Academy of
job in a skillful way. And you Pediatricians suggests that
will have savedour baby,from mothers NOT substitute
imitatket
(coffee isTiltena lot of trouble In later life!
Don't spend much time trying ers included) for whole milk
to teach him something that in babies' diets. Imitation
milk is inferior to whole milk
most babies don't learn until in protein, vitamin
and minerthey are older; he will learn it al content.
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Preschool Board
Has Meet Tuesday

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY
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Clopton Home ls
Scene Of Women's
Fellowship Meet

- Miss Gloria Oa Cook
Mr. and Airs. Sammie Frank Cook, 726 Fairlane Drive. Murray,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
youngest daughter, Gloria Dale, to James Ray Steward, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Steward of Sturgis.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Grady Estel Vaughan
and the late Mrs. Vaughan of StiuirvWe, Miss., and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Franklin Cook of Leakesville, Miss. She is a 1973
graduate of Murray High school.
Mr.Steward is a 1968 graduate of Union County High School and
a 1973 graduate of Murray State University where he majored in
physical education. He is presently employed at Crittenden
County High School as assistant football coach and physical
education teacher.
He is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Steward of
Henshaw and the late Mr. and Mrs. Ed Ri.singer of Uniontown.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, September 29, at
four o'clock in the afternoon at the Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church, Murray. All friends and relatives are invited to
attend.

Russell Home Scene Of Suburban Club
The Suburban Homemakers
Club met at 7:30 p.m. on
Monday, September 10, in the
home of Mrs. Harry Russell
with the President, Mrs,
Holmes Dunn, presiding.
The devotion, given by Mrs.
Max Farley, seep takesT from
Phill. 4:74. The members
answered the roll call by giving
the name of a leaf. The minutes
and treasurer's report were
given by Mrs. Prentice Dunn.
Announcements were made
by the president concerning
enlargement of the County
Chorus, the Area Day meeting,
Oct. 23, in Student Union
Ballroom, and the Annual Day
Program to be held later at the
Murray Woman's Club House,
featuring crafts and a style
show.
October 5 was announced as
the date for the county wide
Flea Market to be held in the

SATURDAY—SEPTEMBER 15, 1973

American Legion Hall. Bake
Sales will be held the same day
at various points throughout the
city.
Mrs. Roy Hancock gave an
interesting lesson on "The Look
for Fall" in Ladies Clothes. She
reported that the new look, is
the big look with sweaters
skirts, sleeves, cape collars,
beads and hats.
Mrs. Leon Adams gave the
landscape notes on the selection
of birch trees and the care of
peonies.
Two visitors present were
Mrs. W.L. McGary, who asked
to become a member and Mrs.
C.L. Geever.
Following the meeting Mrs.
Russell and Mrs. Jack Wilson
served delicious cakes and
cokes.
The next regular meeting will
be in the home of Mrs. Jack
Wilson and Mrs. Leon Adams
will be the co-hostess.

OW4Cor#,.

Open Mat. thm Sat 7 a.m.-9 p.m.

Open Sunda Noon — Limit Rights Reserved
Prices Good

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Only!!
Pure

99'
Cokes
6/s1
Potato Chips 49'
Green Beans 9
Gr. Beef

Plus deposit or bottles

Lay

Twin Bag

Del Monte French Style

N°3°3

Kra. J. B. Barkeep . . .
Mew 712-1111 ee 1/.1- 41147

:3t-

*
1.

CoUnty Fire and Rescae

No Limit

Shirts 99°
5 thr
Laundered

A"

lb

32 Ounce

any 3

$_1
. 40_

Fund Raising Road Block
September 16

Folded or on Hangers.
Week
With any drycleaning order.
Without a drycleaning order 254 , ch.

Register for

At Several Poinb Along Korth and-South 12th Street

FREE

All Funds Collected Will Go Toward Fire Fighting and Rescue Efforts

BICYCLES

2 26 3 Speed Bicycles to be give
away Septembei 29 6 P

program and to encourage
departments of the club to work
on the project.
Mrs. Sparkman announced
thzt the KFWC Fall Board of
Directors Meeting, Conference
and Southeastern Council
Conference will be held in
Louisville at the Galt House
September 23-26. Several
women from the Murray Club
will be in attendance.
Mrs. Walter Baker and Mrs.
Harold Beaman will be in
charge of arrangements for the
October board meeting.
Those attending the board
meeting included Mesdames
Donald Burchfield, James
Martin, J.I. Hosick, M.D.
Hassell, A.C. LaFollette, Bethel
Richardson, Myrtle J. Wall,
Walter Baker, Keith Hays,
Purdom Outland, Raymond
Dixon, Leonard
Vaughn,
Thomas
Brown,
Harold
Douglas, Jack Bailey, J. Matt
Sparkman, Sam Knight, John
Belt, James Frank, James C.
Hart, and Joe Prince.

JOHNSONS

Group 11 of the Christian.
Women's Fellowship of the
First Christian Church met
Tuesday, September 4, at two
p.m. in the home of Mrs. Gatlin
Clopton, Coldwater Road, with
Mrs. Pauline Speegle as
cohostess.
Mrs.
Lessie
Pickard
presented the program on the
topic, "History of the Christian
Church and Mission Work."
The group chairman, Mrs. A.
B. Austin, opened the meeting
with the CWF prayer. Announcements were made of the
District 16 meeting at the
Murray Church on September
23, and the general C"IVF
meeting at the church on
September 18 at one p.m.
Reports were given by Mrs.
Rupert Parks, treasurer, and
Mrs. Ruby Roberts, service.
During the social hour
refreshments were served by
the hostesses, Mrs. Clopton and
Mrs. Speegle, to the twenty
persons present.

nounced that the Home
Department will entertain new
members and senior citizens of
the community with a Tea on
September 20 at two p.m.
Mrs. James Frank mentioned
that the October meeting of the
Sigma Department has been
changed to October 1. She invited the board members to
attend the meeting which will
be a style show presented by
The Place.
It was announced by Mrs.
M.D. Hassell that the Kappa
Department will again have the
Haunted House on October 29-31
from 5:30-10:00 each evening.
Mrs. James Martin reminded
everyone to hut in S & H Green
Stamps and bonus point
coupons for the kidney
machine.
Mrs. James C. Hart spoke
to the group about various
needs of the Murray-Calloway
County Comprehensive Care
Center, including specific
equipment and materials. The
board voted to support the

* The Calloway County Fire and Rescue Squadpported Entirely by Donations *

No purchase necessary
You must be 16 or older

One HOUR
b DRY cLeaneRs
Central Shopping Center
Open 7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Monday-Satiaday
Phone 753-9084
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To Hunt

•
One of the biggest problems
facing today's hunters is finding
a place to hunt. This problem is
particularly acute for city and
suburban dwellers who may
have no relatives or acquaintances in the country.
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The hunter has two alternatives—he can visit the ptlblic
hunting lands in Kentucky or
seek permission to hunt on
private lands. Generally
speaking, farmlands provide
better hunting because of the
heavy pressure on the public
areas, so hunters seeking to
broaden their hunting horizons
should look first to privatelyheld lands but should always
remember to conduct themselves so that they will be
welcomed back.
inan
• Unfortunistely,
considerate few can turn landowners against all hunters. A
farmer who has had his crops
trampled, his land littered, his
gates left open or his stock shot
cannot be blamed for posting
his land. The farmer who comes
in contact with considerate
hunters who respect his
property will not mind hunters
using his land.

rIGE

4
Greg Grogan, holds the six pound lunker he took from a farm pool, while his fishing partner Terry
Turner looks on with admiration. The two have taken several large bass recently on the bumble bee
and the big O.
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen

Myjggest Bass
By Greg Grogan as told to Jerry Allen
Fog floated across the fescue
meadow while the voices of
giant bullfrogs rang through the
dew filled hedge rows. Our
socks and pants were soaking
wet from the heavy dew and a
chill began to creep up our pant
legs and onto our backbone, but
we didn't care. We didn't even
notice the biting effect of the
barbed wire fence as we slipped
our fishing rods through the
pointed wire opening and
slittered underneath to rebound
to wade the pond. Those bass
were waiting and we were
willing and ready to present a
lure in any fashion needed to
entice a strike.
Two-hundred yards, through
the fog, willows surrounding the
first pond sprang out like landing lights to a pilot. Excitement began to grow as we
quietly slipped to the pond bank.
Looking over the calm, clay
colored water, we could easily
see this was going to be a fine
morning for fishing for ole Mr.
Bass.
I gently slipped the black
jitterbug I'd been earring from
it's compartment and slipped

the ,e through the eyelet.
Making sure it was tied fast, I
made my cast. At the release,
line flowed through'the guides
in a whisper,then 'Plop." The
lure settled on the Mtn...water.
As the jitterbug sounded off the
familiar "get me," "get me,'
"get me," "get me." My anticipation grew to a peak. But
several casts revealed that I'd
tied on the wrong bait.
My fishing partner, Terry
Turner, had already pulled in
several really nice bass on his
Big 0 and I was feeling pretty
low. But I knew that my ole
reliable bumble bee wouldn't
let me down. So placing the
Jitterbug in its rightful place, I
tied on the tandum spin bumble
bee.
'I just knew this bait would get
a big 'un. But I wanted to try
another pond close by. So
gathering up our gear, it only
took a few minutes and we were
overlooking a larger pond with
only a few willows and a long
row of stick ups. Must have
teen piles of brush underneath.
Throwing the bumble 'bee as
far across the pond as I could, I

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

_began a fast retrieve then
stopped it letting it fail.
"Wham!" I knew I had a big
whopper on the line, leobably
the biggest bassdl My life. So I
Was gonna hang on til the end.
The drag began to slip, "ZZZ"
And the rod bent double. A large
swirl lefttno doubt that this was
a whopPer. "PrObably a six or
seven poruirder71- -was my
thought. Terry had seen the
action by now and coaching me
as I fought the bass.
Finally, with the bass worn
out about as much as me, it
allowed me to pull it onto the
bank. "Wow"! I yelled, "that's
the biggest bass I've ever
caught."

The hunter should always ask
permission before hunting on
private land, and check with the
landowner about the location of
crops and livestock or areas the
farmer doesn't want hunted.
Abiding by the farmer's wishes
shows that
the
hunter
recognizes and respects the
rights of the landowner.
Hunters who wish to try their
luck on public lands can
geherally find a hunting area
within comfortable driving
distance of home. There are
over 40 public hunting areas
throughout the state, with a
total area of nearly one million
acres. The majority of these are
wildlife management areas
maintained by the Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources
and owned either by the
department or by other
governmental or
private
agencies.
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Don't Pack Your Tackle
Kentucky sportsmen who
pack away their fishing tackle
when they get their hunting
gear out of storage are missing
some of the best fishing of the
year, as those dedicated to fall
fishing know.
There are several advantages
to fall fishing. The majority of
pleasure boats are off the water
after the Labor Day weekend,
leaving the lakes practically
free of skiers and speedboaters.
The cool autumn days not only
offer a welcome change from
the heat of August, but the
weather is also more stable and
constant, the threat of sudden
thunderstorms having passed.
But the biggest advantage of
fall fishing is the results. As the
water temperatures begin to
drop, black bass seem to go on a
heavy feeding spree before
winter. As in the spring, they
begin to cruise the shallows in
search of food, offering some of
the best action of the year for
surface-plug casters. However,
bass will also hit shallow runners and even bottom-bouncing
lures such as the -dollfly and
artificial nightcrawler during
the fall.
The excitement and fast
action of jump fishing for black
bass is often at its best in
autumn. At many lakes,
fishermen also take fair strings
of white bass while fishing for
black bass.
For the live bait fisherman,
fall offers the promise of good
catches of white bass and

crappie: The most productive
method here is night fishing
with live minnows dangled
under a lantern or other light.
Sauger fishermen in Western
Kentucky look forward to the
possibility of limit catches of
this fine game and table fish
from the Tennessee River below
Kentucky Lake. Both trolling
and fishing live bait produce
good strings of sauger every
fall.
Muskie fishermen also anticipate the cooler weather of
late autumn. As the leaves
begin to fall, muskie become
actove. Connecting with one of
these monsters could well be the
highlight of anyone's fishing
season.
Fall is the time for some very
good trout fishing. Many
streams which are too warm to
support trout during the
summer are stocked by the
of Fish and.
Department
Wildlife Resources in September and October, as are the
tailwaters below the major
lakes. Here, the fishing conditions are often excellent
because of the low flow, and
trout can be readily caught on
either artificial or natural baits.
H you haven't tried fall
fishing, why not schedule
several trips to your favorite
exlake between hunting
peditions. If you're already a
confirmed fall fisherman, it's
time to start getting ready—fall
is just around the corner.

•

TWO TOUCHDO
third game of the ye
Is now 1-1-1 for the

.4

Jim stom proudly displays a pile of doves taken one afternoon
this week. Jim was shooting a 12 gauge with a 30 inch full choke
barrel.
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen

Calloway
Deer Sportsmen
Elects Officers

Al's Tips
1. Empty, adhesive-tape
holders make fine reels for
spare lines. The cover keeps
light and dirt off. Identify each
one on the outside with a felt
pen.
2. As a general rule, a tent
that faces southeast is well
for getting the
positioned
morning sun and the afternoon
shade. It is also protected from
strong winds. In hot weather,
locate it so that it will catch the
breeze, yet bein the shade most
•or all of the time.
3. To unstick a jointed rod

Although the majority of
these public areas are under
state-wide regulations, several
have special rules for hunting
deer or waterfowl. Hunters
should check with their local
conservation officer, the area
manager, of the Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601, to become
"I bet it'll weigh 6 or 7 acquainted with these special
pounds." Terry .said en- regulations.
thusiastica1lyk.,`.148'5 get him
There are approximately 20
weighed."
Quickly slipping the stringer shooting preserves in Kentucky
through the bass's mouth, we which are open to the public on
made our way toward the house a fee basis. These are usually
where we later found the bass to listed in the yellow pages, or
the
weigh six pounds. I can't wait hunters can contact
until we get time to go again. Department of Fish and
Who knows, maybe I'll even Wildlife Resources for additional information.
catch a bigger one.

when the standard front-of-thechest of hip-side steady pull
I never twist) fails, put the rod
behind your back. Place your
hands on either side of the
ferrules, palms down, wide
enough spread so that they are
snug against your back at the
sides. Your arms are straight
back along your sides. Keeping
the grip tight, slowly bend your
knees and begin to take a sitting position. Your hips will
force your hands apart at the
wrists, thus pulling apart the
rod.

The Calloway Deer Sportsmen Club held its weekly
meeting again Tuesday night
with an outstanding turnout.
Some poaching problems of the
area were discussed and plans
made for participating in
National Hunting and Fishing
day to be held in the LBL on
September 72. Gary Crass was
selected by the members to
head the Hunting and Fishing
Day exhibition.
Temporary officers were
carefully chosen by the club
members by a majority vote.
President-elect was James Pat
Scott, a lifetime resident of
Murray and city fireman. The
office of Vice-President was
filled by Gary Nance, also an
employee of the City of Murray.
Tom Perkins, well-known
outdoorsman and local writer

elected as Secretary and
Mike Smith, a new Murray man
and wildlife biology student at
M.S.U. was selected as
Treasurer.
The clubs archery range will
go into effect immediately as
will its shooting range, on the
edge of Murray city limits.
Several members demonwas

strated the construction and use
of portable deer stands and
climbing blocks that may be
used in Land Between the Lakes
this season.
Appointed as club advisors
are Jerry Allen and Jerry
Maupin Before the meeting
adjourned, the club membership was voted closed after
the next meeting of Thursday
night September 20th at 8:30
p.m. inilw-City Hall Council
Room.

Cr
)

More than halt the drowning --No matter how good a
swimmer you are,safety should
under the age of ten. Children always be foremost in, your should be closely supervised -mind. Strength alone might not
when in or around the water. A be enough to save you if, you
few seconds of neglect Could "show off"-or take one too many chances in the water.
lead to a lifetime of regret.

victims in pools are youngsters
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HS.Robertson of 1610 Calloway took these lunkers this week on
a Dalton twist. The largest weighed Sand one-half lbs., the string
went over 32 lbs.
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Mayfield Hands Murray High A
Disappointing 21-12 Setback
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sportswriter
Take a wishbone, snap it and
make a wish.
Right?
Normally, yes. But last night
at Mayfield, the wishbone
snapped back and the Murray
High Tigers didn't get their
wish.
The result was Mayfield
taking a 21-12 win over
Murray High and extending
the Tigers' losing streak to
TWO TOUCHDOWNS—Man Jones,(42) ran for 71 yards and two touchdowns in Murray High's
the Cardinal's to eight conthird game of the year Friday. The Tigers took a 21-12 thumping from Cardinals at Mayfield. Murray
secutive years.
season.
for
the
1-1-1
is now
Staff Photo by David Hill
Last year when Mayfield won
at Murray, it was halfback
Leslie Di.smukes who ran out of
the Wishbone-T and lead the
Cardinals over the Tigers.
Dismukes and several other
of the outstanding Mayfield
players have since graduated
and it seemed that Murray High
would have a good chance to
-,
end -their losing streak to the
By HAL BOCK
Padres 4, Giants 3
Willie Stargell's bad-hop
Cardinals this season.
Associated Press Sports Writer single scored the first Piratp
Clay Kirby and Mike CaldBut 5-11, 160-pound junior
Throw a bone into the Cincin- run and then Richie Hebner well throttled San Francisco on halfback David Hartsfield ran
nati Reds' doghouse. Bobby To- doubled home another before six hits, pitching San Diego to a for 123 yards, scored two touchIan has earned at least that.
Bob Robertson's cheek-swing 4-3 victory over the Giants.
downs and brought Mayfield its
ToIan, suspended by the Reds single scored the third.
John Grubb and Dave Rob- third win in three outings for the
after a front office run-in last
erts each doubled home a run season.
Expos 3, PhiHies 2
month, delivered the ninth inMontreal nicked Steve Carl- for the Padres and Derrel
Murray scored the first
OOPS—This Tiger pass sailed right pass Randy Chapman (115) toward a Mayfield defender. Coming up to assist for Mayfield is
ning single that sealed a Cin- ton for three runs in the first Thomas added another with a
and last touchdowns of the
Staff Photo by David Hill
Randy
Jones.
cinnati comeback and beat At- two innings and made the early sacrifice fly.
game, but it's what came In
lanta 7-6 Friday night.
edge stand up for a 3-2 victory
between that cost the Tigers
After marching 56 yards on
The victory reduced the over Philadelphia that moved
On the next play, 5-4, 130- 27, Mayfield got new life when failed and the Tigers walked off
American League scores:
their first loss of .the season,
their first series, the Tigers pound halfback Steve Dunevant Murray High was hit with a five the field, saddled with their
Reds' magic number for clinch- the Expos into second place.
Minnesota 6, Chicago 0; Detroit
In the first quarter, the Tigers
ing the National League's West
eighth consecutive loss toZ
Bob Bailey singled home one 2, Milwaukee 1; Boston 6, held the ball for -approximately moved to the Mayfield 14 yard gained three yards and the yard penalty for off-aides.
line when Alan Jones carried Cardinals' first Scoring play
On the tint play following
division to 11. Los Angeles re- run in the first and then a Cleveland 4; California 3, Kan- eight of the 12 minutes.
Mayfield.
for a six yard gain on a first and was set up.
the penalty, Hartsfield took a
/
2 games behind Cin- walk, singles by Ron Woods sas City 2; Oakland 5, Texas 1
mained 41
"We were very disapAnd in that time span,
cinnati by walloping Houston and Felipe Alou and a wilii in 10 innings. New York's game Murray High literally ran over 10 play
handoff, leaped over a Tiger
Hartafield took a handoff
pointed," Murray High coach
13-1.
defender and streaked 22
from junior quarterback
On the next play, Tony
John Hina said after the game.
pitch added two more in the at Baltimore was postponed by Mayfield with a crushing
In other National League ac- second.
yards for another touchdown.
Greg Hill, used a sideline
rain.
Thompson bulled through the
"In the second half, we just
ground attack
After the PAT, the Cardinals couldn't hold onto the ball and
tion, Pittsburgh widened its
block by Joey Mikes and
middle for six yards and a first
/
2
held a 21-6 lead with 3:50 left to that made the difference.
East Divisior lead to 11
scampered the 19 yards for
down to leave Murray on the
be played in the third period.
games, defeating St. Louis 3-1.
the TD.
Mayfield eight yard line.
"Their attack out of the
In the final period, a fumble backside on the Wishbone is
The loss dropped the Cardinals
The extra point attempt was
later,
after
two
Four
plays
to third place. Montreal took
successful and with 2:06 left in and an interception kept the what broke our backs, defenattempted passes failed and
4 over second place, beating
the first half, Mayfield held a 7-6 Tigers from pulling any closer sively."
two ground plays yielded
to the Cardinals.
lead.
. Philadelphia 3-2. San Diego
In the statistic department,
Tigers
yards,
the
only
three
It was in the last minute of the the Tigers rushed for 322 net
nipped San Francisco 4-3. ChiEarly in the third period,
gave up the ball on downs to
after the Tigers first spies game when the Tigers began yards while the Cardinals drove
' cago's game at New York was
Mayfield
rained out.
resulted in a punt, it appekred their final scoring play.
By FRED ROTHENBERG
made
for 210.
Hiller
in January, 1971.
the game, 5-1 for the A's.
On a third and eight from the
, The Reds were trailing 6-4 Associated Press Sports Writer Lolich look good Friday night,
Mayfield got only nine yards that the Cardinals' David Aubin
Passing found Mayfield one of
Angels 3, Rangers
Mayfield 25,.. 'Thompson tum- three for 35 yards while the two
-with the bases loaded and two
John Hiller saves.
protecting the big left-hander's
California's Frank Tanana, a in their next series and the might have broken- the game
bled.
out in the ninth inning against
Friday night was the 35th victory for the third straight 20-year-old rookie, made the Tigers took over after downing open.
Tiger quarterbacks combined
The ball kept bouncing from for 10 attempts, two in-the Braves. That's when Phil time he's rescued a drowning time and thwarting Jim ColAubin took the punt and
Royals' pennant hopes a game the punt on their own 48.
Gagliano delivered a pinch Detroit arm this season—tying born's bid to win his 20th game.
A four yard gain by Jones streaked 78 yards downfield into one player to another and terceptions and no receptions.
more unrealistic when he fired
single for two runs, tying the Spark y Lyle's American
followed
by a 24 yard run by the Tiger endzone, only to have finally, came to rest on the four
Unofficial rushing stats found
A's 5, Rangers 1
a six-hitter to beat Kansas City
score and giving ToIan the League record in that departFurgerson on a broken play left the play called back to the Tiger yard line, under a Tiger player. Furgerson with 76 yards, Jones
It's getting near playoff and 3-2.
chance to be a hero ant' single ment
With five seconds left
39 because of a clipping penalty.
71, Thompson 62 and McCuiston
World Series time and Gene TeTanana struck out six and Murray on the Cardinals' 24.
home the deciding run.
showing on the clock, Jones
Six plays, later, Donevant
Two plays later, the quarter
"I think it's a thing., to be nace. last year's Series hero, is walked one to avenge his loss
57.
Dodgers 13, Astros 1
took a handoff and scamsquirmed nine yards for
proud of," said Hiller after pro- starting to warm up._
Murray High, with a season
to Kansas City last week in his ended when Shelton picked up a
Andy Messersmith tossed a tecting Mickey Lolich's 2-1 vicpered four yards for the final
another six points. The PAT
first down on a three yard gain
slate of one win, one loss and
Tenace's team, the A's, pre- major league debut.
four-hitter and contributed a tory: over the Milwaukee Brew- paring for post-season corntouchdown.
was good and with 6:22
which left the Tigers only 13
one tie, will host Fulton City
Twins 6, White Sox 0
two-run double to Los Angeles' ers.
The two point con version next Friday night.
remaining in the third
petiton after moving 5 1-2
Bert Blyleven hurled a four- yards away from paydirt
attack as the Dodgers battered
period, Mayfield led 14-6.
Elsewhere in the American games ahead of runnerup Kan- hitter, recorded his ninth shutFive plays later, ThompHouston 13-1.
On the Tigers' first play
League, Minnesota blanked Chi- sas City in the AL West. were out of the season, struck out 12 son took a handoff from
Willie Davis collected four cago 6-0, Boston subdued Cleve- down to their last out, trailing
following the kickoff, Thompson
and gained his 18th victory in quarterback Furgerson and
hits and the Dodgers scored land 6-4, Oakland beat Texas 51 the Rangers and Jim Bibby 1-0.
fumbled
and
Garland
pitching the Minnesota Twins to drove over from a yard out to
four runs for Messersmith iic in 10 innings, California edged
recovered for Mayfield on the
But that last out was Tenace a 6-0 victory over the Chicago give the Tigers a 6-0 lead.
the first inning before he went Kansas City 3-2 and the New who singled in the tying run
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
A bad snap from center Cardinal 44.
White Sox.
INC.
to the mound.
The first play of the CarYork-Baltimore game was rain- after pinch runner Al Lewis
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES,
The Minnesota victory moved resulted in the failure of the
Pirates 3, Cardinals 1
dinals' series found Hill firing 35
ed out.
moved into scoring position the Twins into a virtual tie with extra point attempt.
Pittsburgh struck for three
Hiller wouldn't get excited with a steal of second.
Late in the second period, the yards to senior Trey Hawkins
• the White Sox for third place in
WHILE-YOU -WAIT
runs in the first inning and about his pitching feat. But
and the Cardinals were on the
Cardinals began to move.
Then in the 10th Tenace was the AL West.
hung on to defeat St. Louis, that's better than when he there again in a two-out situA 26 yard run by Hartsfield Murray High 21.
PRINTING AND
Red Sox 6, Indians 3
dropping the Cardinals to third couldn't. Doctor's orders.
ation.
Carl Yastrzemski drove in carried the Cardinals to the' Four plays later, on a fourth
DUPLICATING
place, two games behind the
and 17 situation from the Tiger
Hiller suffered a heart attack
Bill North led off with a four rams with a homer and a Murray 72.
Pirates,
single and moved up on Bert single to lead the Red Sox over
Campaneris' sacrifice. Then an the Indians 6-3.
intentional walk to Sal Bando
Yastrzemski slammed his
and Mike Andrews' single filled 16th homer after Tommy Harthe bases before Tenace's 23rd per had walked and Luis Apa- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
National League
homer unfilled them and ended ricio singled.
American League
East
East
JIM SOWDERS
W. L. Pct, GM.
INC
W. L. Pct. GB, Pittsburgh
73 71 .507 —
Baltimore
86 59 .593 —
SUPERIOR EXTERMINATING CO
72 73 .497 11
Montreal
/
2
Boston
81 67 .547 61
/
2 St. Louis
72 74 .493 2
TERMITE CONTROL
Detroit
78 69 .531 9
New York
71 75 .486 3
New York
73 74 497 14
Chicago
69 76 .476 41
/
2
1-1140141 783-7266
Milwaukee
70 78 473 171
/
2 Philadelphia 65 82 442 9,-2
5046 MAIN STREET - PHONE 753-4661
MURRAY. IIIINTUICKY
111 MAIN
Cleveland
64 85 430 24
MURRAY,-KENTOCKY 42071
West
Mar
West
Cincinnati
90 57 .612 —
By BOB GREEN .
last week and the pre-tourney Oakland
85 61 .582 —
Los Angeles 86 62 .581 41
/
2
Associated Press Golf Writer favorite here, slipped back to Kansas City Si) 67 .544 51
/
2 San Francisco 81 65 .555 81
/
2
HILTONHEAD ISLAND, S.C. 141 with a 72. Arnold Palmer Chicago
72 75 .490 131
/
2 Houston
74 75 .497 17
• (AP) — Hale Irwin has a love and Johnny Miller, the U.S. Minnesota
71 74 .490 131
/
2 Atlanta
72 77 .48.3 19
• affair going with the Harbour Open champ and defending California
68 76 .472 16
San Diego
54 92 .370 35,2
• Town Golf Links.
title-holder, were at 143, eight Texas
51 94 .352 331
/
2
Friday's Games
The 6,655-yard, par-71 layout strokes behind. Palmer had 73
, Friday's Games
Moutreal 3, Philadelphia 2
that was hacked out of a South and Miller 71.
NettYork at...Bailin:We. postChicago at New York,
Carolina swamp served as the
P
-clist round leader Henievo poned
poned
site of Irwin's first and only Blancas had even more severe
Off 732 Hwy. Ph. 436-5811
Boston 6, Cleveland 4
Cincinnati.7, Atlanta 6
professional victory in 1971. It's problems. He blew 12 strokes
Detroit 2, Milwaukee 1
Pittsburgh 3, St. Louis 1
• generally considered to be one higher than his opening 66, takMinnesota 6, Chicago 0
WE ARE OPEN ONLY
Los Angeles 13, Houston 1
of the toughest, most demand- ing a 78 and 144.
Oakland 5, Texas I, 10 inSan Diego 4;San Francisco 3
• ing courses the touring pros
nings
• play all season.
California 3, Kansas City 2
Saturday's Games
5:00 A.M. TILL 5:00 P.M.
"I just love this place," the
Saturday 'games
Chicago (Hooton 13-13 and
• quiet, 28-year-old Irwin said
FOOTBALL
Cleveland (Tidrow 12-141 at Jenkhls 11-14 ) at New York
• Friday after missing the course
WASHINGTON - President Boston (Pattin 13-14a•
Sadecki 4-3 and Stone 10-3)
• record by a single stroke with a Nixon signed a bill into law
Milwaukee ( Slaton 12-11) at
Philadelphia-4 Ruthven 6-9 at
• 66 that gave him a 135 total and that would ban television black- Detroit oleman 19-15)
Montreal Torrez 9-11)
• a• three-stroke lead after two outs of professional football
Texas ( Broberg 5-9) at OakPittsburgh I Rooker 8-5) at St.
• rounds of the 6150,000 Heritage games sold out 72 hours in ad- land I Blue 17-9)
Louis ( Nagy ("1-1)
• Golf Classic.
vance.
New York (Stottlemyre 13-15) ,LOs Angeles (Sutton 16-91 at
•
Three strokes back in second
at Baltimore (McNally 16-14), Muston (Wilson 10-15)
• place was Grier Jones, who had
GOLF
n Francisco (Bradley 12HILTON HEAD ISLAND, Minnesota I Fife 2-2) at (ii• a 68-138. Canadian George
111 at Ss9 Diego(Troedson 6-7)
• Knudson was alone in third S.C. — Hale Irwin carded a cago(Wood 23-19(, N..
Atlanta (P. Niekro 1341 at
• with 67-139, while there was a five-under-par 66 for a threeKansas City (Garber 94) at
Cincinnati I.Narrnati 11-12)., N
group of three at 140—Jerry stroke-lead after the second California (Ryan 17-161, N .
Sunday's Games
•
• Heard, Leonard Thompson and round of the 4150,000 Heritage Swidaa.'s.Gamea,
Jerry McGee: McGee matched GeV Classic.
Milwaukee at Detroit,-4Thi1a4elphia at Montreal ,
KANSAS CITY — Gerda Boyknin's 66 as the best round of
neveare St Boston
Pittsburgh at St. Louis
liie_slay,. Thompson had a 69 kin and Mary Hrner each shot ,.hiinfiallififia2fXbisafaa
'ahlnat rOltlifitItt
lwO-under-pir 7Ch. to sheri the
and Heard 71.
New York at Baltimore, 2
Houston
at
Angeles
Los
. South African Gary Player, a first-round lead In the SouthTexas-at Oakland, N
- San Francisco at San Diego
winner in the Southern Open gate Own Golf Tournament.
Kansas City at California„

Tolan Delivers Winning Run As
Reds Take 7-6 Win Over Atlanta
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Nixon Lawyers Weigh Court Move Seminar To Be Held
By MARGARET GENTRY.
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP - President Nixon's lawyers are
weighing a federal appeals
court's proposal for a face-saving settlement of the Watergate
tapes dispute.
The procedure suggested
Thursday would allow the court
to avoid a clear-cut ruling on
the constitutional issues raised
by Nixon and special Watergate
prosecutor Archibald Cox.
In an unusual move, the U.S.
Circuit Court issued an unsigned memorandum asking
Nixon, Cox and the President's
lawyer, Charles Alan Wright, to
listen to the tapes and decide
among themselves which portions should be submitted to the
grand jury.
The court said the memo was
not intended as a clue to its
leaning on the constitutional
questions. 4?
The White House had no comment on the proposal. Nixon

has refused to allow anyone
other than some present and
former aides to hear the tapes.
Cox said he would be "more
than glad to meet with the
President or his delegate or
any of his attorneys in a sincere effort to pursue the Court
of Appeals' suggestion to a mutually satisfactory conclusioel
The case reached the appellate court after U.S. District
Judge John J. Sirica ordered
Nixon to turn over nine tapes to
him for a private inspection to
determine which, if any, parts
should be delivered to the
grand jury.

guarantees that a court cannot
compel a president to produce
confidential information against
his will. He also asserts that
the tradition of executive privilege shields the confidentiality
of a president's communications with his aides.
In a four-page memorandum,
the appeals court said:
"If the President and the special prosecutor agree as to the
material needed for the grand
jury's functioning, the national
interest will be served. At the
same time, neither the President nor the special prosecutor
would in any way have surrendered or subverted the prinCox subpoenaed the tapes of ciples for which they have conNixon's conversations with former White House aides impliNoting that both Cox and
cated in the scandal.
The Wright are executive branch ofprosecutor claims that not even ficials chosen directly or inthe President can resist a court directly by the President, the
order to provide information viappeals court said its suggestal for a criminal investigation. tion
would sidestep Nixon's obNixon claims that the con- jection to judicial inspection of
stitutional separation of powers
the tapes.

Tree Project Undertaken
As part of long-range efforts
to improve the quality and
value of timber in southern
forests, the Tennessee Valley
guthority i eoently coordinated
one of the largest genetically
controlled hardwood plantings
in the South. About 42,000
northern red oak offspring were
planted at eleven sites from
Ohio to Georgia and from North
Carolina to the "Mississippi
River.
These widespread seed orchards will allow foresters to
compare trees grown in the
same environment to select the
most promising individuals for
genetic improvement. The
seedlings are the offspring of
226 outstanding northern red
It I 'ts

1 1 ss

oaks found in the forests of
Virginia, North Carolina,
Kentucky, Tennessee, and
Alabama.
The U.S.. Forest Service
helped establish five of the 11
test plantings, and others were
established by TVA, Champion
International, Ohio Agricultural
Research and Development
Center, Georgia Forestry
Commission, the University of
Tennessee-Knoxville, and the
Tennessee Division of Forestry.
The work with hardwoods
follows years of concentrated
research aimed at developing
genetically improved pines.
The hardwoods are more
difficult to work with, according
to Dr. Kingsley A. Taft, Jr.,
ALL BECA00E
40), I
FAILW SHOW
AP(T

supervisor of TVA's improvement work. "With the
pines we could go out and look
at a natural stand of pure pine
and find the tallest, straightest,
fastest-growing trees in the
stand-the ones with the superior
characteristics we wanted to
reproduce.
"Hardwoods, on the other
hand, occur in mixed, unevenaged stands and we had no such
basis for comparison. Instead
we had to compare an excellent
tree on one site with an excellent tree on another site. This
created the possibility of outside factors-rainfall, soil,
surrounding ' vegetation, agehaving a major influence on the
trees's growth."
NOW, E'LL PROMIXY GET BAD
6RADES ALL ,
(EAR AND NEVER
BE A 6000 6TUPENT AND NOT
6ET INTO THE CCLLE6E
OF /4.44.? CHOICE!

At Murray State On
Revolutionary War
The third of eight major
seminars to be held at Murray
State University before 1976 and
dealing
with
America's
Revolutionary War history will
be conducted at the university
Oct. 25 and 26 as part of the
school's Homecoming activities.
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SALE-A-THON now going on
at your local Singer Sewing
Machine Dealer in the Belaire
S18C
Shopping Center.
SETTER FEMALE shepherd,
outstanding. 11 months old. 95 per
cent white and orange. Not gun
shy. Classy prospect. All papers
to register. Excellent style.
Flaming Star bloodlines. Phone
Eddie Roberts, 306 South Ilth
S21P
Street, Murray,753-3301.
DRILL PRESSES; platform
floor scales; battery chargers;
electric heaters and fans;
electric welders-three phase and
single phase; all types of electric
motors-new and used. This is just
listing a few items we have. We
buy and trade. What do you have
for sale? We might buy it. Open
all day Saturday. Dill Electriou
located Murray Drive Inn theatre
entrance, phone 753-3930.
S18C
THREE BICYCLES; pony cart
with harness and brand new
heavy duty bicycle wheels; pony
saddle; two bridles. Phone 753ITC
4668.

VEGETABIP-S-LIMA and red
eye beans. Purple hull and big
FOR PIANO lessons in my hixiie CLEAN CARPETS the save and boy peas. Phone 435-4976. 518P
or yours, call Jenne Carter at 492- safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent
519p electric shampooer $1.00. Big K, EXERCISER: VIBRATES in8378.
S15C ches off hips, thighs, stomach the
Belaire Shopping Center.
easy way!Phone 753-7916. S18C

Three New
Plants To
Locate, State

EVERY make electric carpet
ALMOST NEW 8 track AM-FM
shampooer does a better job with
with turntable and two speakers,
famous Blue Lustre. Kwik-Pik
good condition. $125.00. Phone
S15C
Market,Five Points.
753-9818.
S18C

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Three
companies-two Japanese and
one American-recently announced plans to locate industrial plants in Kentucky.
The Japanese firms, the
Yamazaki Machinery Works,
Ltd., of Negoya, and the Okada
Company, of Shizyolta, have
purchased 6.4 acres each in the
Elk Kenton County
Industrial Park.
Yamazaki makes a variety of
precision
machine
tool
equipment, which is sold
worldwide under the brand
name "Mazak."
Both Japanese firms will
it I
locate
their
plants
on
•
Production Drive in Kenton
Know someone;County. The plants will be the
first facilities located in this
who'll soon
country by both firms.
El(
Groundbreaking ceremonies
celebrate a
were also recently held in
.elk birthday?
Columbia, 1(y., at the site of the
new plant of the DeLaval
Tubine, Inc., of Princeton, N.J.
The plant, which is scheduled
to begin operations in about six
it months, will produce hydraulic
4 i Send them greetings t
$F.
and small engines.
N with a Happy Ad in rsi pumps
The facility, which is
Columbia's second major inOi our Classified Section' dustry,
will initially employ 50
with plans to increase to 200.
The $2 million project will be
Just call
financed through municipal
41:
bonds. DeLaval
'
•41! industrial
753-1916
•
Turbine had sales of $150
to place your ad. million in 1972. It is a subsidiary
of Transamerica Corp., of San
*is
74
:
s s Francisco, Calif.
:41i
Ali Columbia's major industry at
_.
ki
the present time is OshKost
B'Gosh, Inc., a manufacturer of
clothing and sportswear.

ofi

CAMPER-1972
Lz ACRE lot, located in Aurora, STARCRAFT
:or mobile home. Phone 354-8161 model, sleeps 8, equipped with
after 7:00 p.m.
September 28C stove, sink and ice box. Priced to
sell. Phone 753-1323 or see at
Kentucky Lake Oil Company,
16' DUO Sportster, full top, built South 4th Street.
Sl5C
in gas tank, 60 H.P. Evinrude
motor. Phone 753-9021.
S17P TAKE soil away the Blue Lustre
carpets
and
way
from
electric
Rent
upholstery.
CAMERA
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
FOR SALE
home of "Wishing Well Gift
Pentax Spotinatic II A with
Shop."
S15C
F 1.4 S.M.C. lens. Phone
7390025.
MAYTAG

WASHER - ht good

condition. Portable T.V. with
GAS DRYER-Kenmore, "like stand, Hide-a-bed, vinyl covered.
new" avocado green. EWA. Bed springs and mattress if
Phone 753-9866.
S18C wanted. Floor lamp with silk
Shade. Phone 753-7195.
S15C
1973 HONDA CB-350, 500 miles,
GIRL'S COAT and size 12 dresses
two months old. Call 7676106.
Sl7P and slacks. Phone 753-3903. S15C
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 25' and
TEN SOWS, will have pigs in treated fence posts. Murray
about three weeks. Phone Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Richard Childress 753-6170.Sl5NC Street.
S15C
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
COLOR T.V.-19", $269.88. Roby Mayfield, Kentucky on the
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
OctoberIC
Kentucky.
pickup camper, toppers. We also
rent campers by the week or
ELECTRIC RHYTHM guitar and weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489True-Tone amplifier, $75.00 for =3.
SI5C
both. Phone 753-7435.
S20C
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
SALE-ATHON. 8100.00 free variety of pistols. Buy now while
fabric with purchase of the you can still get them at
Golden Touch and-Sew by Singer reasonable prices. Comutry Boy
with desk console of your choice. Stores, the pistol people'. 9 miles
Your local Singer Sewing Center, from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
Belaire Shopping Center.
S20C and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
p.m.

315C

REGISTERED Black Angus
ATTENTION FARMERS!!
Bull,about 1300 pounds. 4362178.
Sl5C Rhodes Feed Mill has received
another truck load of gates.
Answer to Vesta day's Puzzle
,Special 16ft., 5-slat panel gate
KANSAS
CHAIN
jack
(
comIMMO PE1073(a
$20.40, 14ft., 5-slat panel gate
3 Gift
ACROSS
MIC7(313M1 EUIIcinI plete), "2" porto powers-molding $19.40, 6 ft chain link gate, $12.75,
Identical
5 College degree
taint of
unpe
E
Moro
0010171 Olga10171 PEG and other miscellaneous body 8ft. chain link gate $13.50, 10 ft.
N. 1 .
(abbr.)
GIOO MIDOlin OD@ shop items. 10'x7' fiberglass chain
6 Snake
S'-Prohibits
link gate $14.60, 12ft chain
garage door. Phone 753-8346 518C
7 Spanish for
9
link gate $15.40, 14ft chain link
"river"
CIPICATIREEICIBMIE
vestment
8 Declared
12 Unit of
gate $16.50, 16ft. chain link gate
MOOD ODON
9 By oneself
Italian
MOOOM QMOM000 REPOSSESSED CONSOLE $17.50. Also 6ft. steel post $1.30. 35
10 Solitary
currency
piano for balance due. Like new.
foreman
13 A continent
percent hog supplement ( pellet
for
Phone 753-7575.
115
4 Gareat cards 16
S17C or meal) $12.00 cwt. 40 percent
0
1
13Eragar
MI
A
IYI
it
Abounds
NO
.18 Still
hog supplement ( pellet oymeal)
17 Corrupts
COOMMO GALJMORE'S FRUIT Stands, $13.00 cwt. Fly blocks
20 Surgical
19 Oceans
$2.20 each.
threads
rinrciNCI
21 Eats
Hazel, Ky., and Puryear, Tenn 41 per cent dairy concentrate
22-Wiregad
22 Devoured
15
3
23
Public
vehicle
phthong
•
48
Parent
This week's special-yellow $8.25 cwt. Tramisol cattle
24 Athletic group
(colloq.)
36 Flen
27 French article
delicious apples, $3.00 half wormer boluses 65 cents each.
50 Zinkinmid
°1im) d e
40 FJesib
28 Genus of frogs 25 Part
26 Cotton fabric
51 Stalemate
bushel, $5.00 bushel. Jonathan Thibenzole cattle wormer boluses
30 Barter
42 Parent
29 Painter
32 Latin
apples,
$3.00 half bushel and $6.00 65 cent each. Rhodes Feed Mill
‘
''
31
Roman
gods
''
s
53Sea
Confederate
conlunction
43
4 Q
wuood
arryeloant
32 Great Lake . 4
bushel. Watermelons, $1.00 each. Cuba,Kentucky. 38234 Remarkable
Particular
,
3357 L ri
ses!
Decorated ,style bedspreads, 2593.
37 Spanish for
kind
46 Bristle
October 9c
eabbr
$24.95 value for only $9.95
S15C
3; Singing voice
1
2 3
7 111
4
:::::. 3
1973YAMAHA 360cc Enduro,like
Journey
Chinese mile
'FENDER SOLID state Bassman new,4 months old, $850.00. Phone
12
415:13
.
VV.
de
4
4?
SVo
amp ,SP3100 series, 1 custom 200 7534094 after 5:00p.m.
S2OP
15
43 Observe
Ili
head, RCA microphone, Univox
44 Facing toward
fllll
c.
electric guitar and case. Phone UPRIGHT PIANO; bedroom
direction from
NAV 21
7
Which glacier
753-0686,8:00 a. -4:00 p.m. S15C suite; coffee table; couch and
impinged
23 26 W.C. 27
"ant
22 23- Illn 74
chair; old trunk; breakfast set;
47 Indefinite
.W.
- ......7Oil\
amount
Id2
31
A
641 PET Shop, north. hthuahua two lamps. Phone 753-8802. S17C
Mr,32
49
iill
puppies, cocker, spitz, tiny toy
52 Jury list
36
FUNK AND itiagnall's en55 Roman 35iauiuu paddles, parakeets, fish and.
'Cyclopedia, 27 volumes, 1972
bronze
supplies. Phone 753Iii
55 o age
E38
EP C
1862.
Odober11C edition, 1973 yearbook. Excellent
appendage
'
41
42
condthomPhone 753-6019. S17P
58 Mud
ke
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SHE ALWAYS SCOLDS,
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LIKE THAT BUT IF
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ON IV SHE THINKS
_EYNNY
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FORD PICKUP-1964. 1972
Honda 125cc trail bike. Phone 753SIC
8566.

Crossword Puzzle

'AND

HA HA HA

•*******is•N•s••*******
In loving memory of Osco Pat- •
ALUMRVIJM
le
•
terson who passed away Sep-:
SIDING
•
tember 16, 1972.
:Maintenance Free - No
Memories are treasures non can • More Painting
•
•
a
steal,
a We cover all wood. It will •
Death is a heartache no one can l
a cut 30 per-cent off your lei
•
heal.
• heat bill.
•
The blow was so hard, the shock il Call for Free Estimates - I:
•
so severe,
•
43,4181
•
As little we though his death was
SO near.
Only those who have lost a dear CHECKMATE BOAT-1973, 17'
blue- metal flake 135 H.P.
one can tell,
The pain of parting without a Evinrude, runs 47-48 MPH, with
tilt tandem trailer. Bee in water
farewell.
For dearly we loved him in life 8 times. Excellent shape. Can be
and now in death, and we always seen at Manis Clean Up Shop, 401
North 4th or phone 753-8572. S17P
will.
By Wife & Son.
1TC
PORTABLE DISHWASHER,
G.E., deluxe model, five wash
WANT TO BUY
settings, cutting board top. Can
WANT TO BUY 3 to 5 acres be built in, $95.00. Phone 753Sl5C
within 10 miles of Murray, per 4195.
acre price must be reasonable.
WATERMELONS,one or a truck
Phone 753-0629 evenings
only,
sonc load. Arkansas black and black
diamond. 25 to 60 pounds. Home
grown. Pete Valentine, Pm-year,
WANT TO BUY July 9 copies of Tenn., phone 642-4439.
S19P
The Ledger & Times. Please
bring to the Ledger & Times, 103
North 4th Street,
TFNC SEAMIPSS GUTTERS. Baked
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
PIANO, BAND Instrument, years. For free detailed estimate
guitar and jazz lessons phone Atkins Gutter Service,
Phew" Erwin or Pat Chandler Murray,753-8407 or 753October10C
753-1470,
September 29C 8992.

'
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LONDON BROIL/
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

IN MEMORY

University, who will present a
paper on "The Common
Soldier," at the afternoon
session Oct. 25,

OF,
M"

?or."

SELL

Five
nationally-recognized
Dr. Mary Beth Norton,
authorities on the period will be
on the campus to participate in Cornell University, who will
the discussions, designed to speak on "The Loyalists" at the
help junior high, high school, morning session Oct. 26.
community college and collegeThe seminar, open to all
level history teachers prepare history teachers, as well as
for more meaningful teaching anyone interested in American
of the Revolutionary War era history, will open with an 8:30
during 197643, America's registration period Oct. 25, in
bicentennial celebration.
the
University
School
Similar seminars, sponsored auditorium.
by the Department of History at
This will be followed at 9:30
Murray State are planned for a.m, by a roundtable discussion
the fall and spring of each year involving the visiting lecturers
through 1976, according to Dr. and the chairman and honorary
Riley Venza, chairman of the chairman.
department and campus
A banquet is planned for 6
coordinator for the October
p.m. Oct. 25 in the ballroom of
seminar.
The theme for the upcoming the Waterfield Student Union
discussions will be "Lexington Building at which time the
to Yorktown: The Long participants will be welcomed
Struggle," and participating in to the campus by Dr. Constantine Curris, Murray State's
them will be:
new president. General Collins
Brig. Gen. James L. Collins, also is expected to speak briefly
Jr., chief of military history, at the banquet before Dr.
Department of the Army, Gruber presents his paper. '
Washington, D.C., the honorary
Registration fee for the
chairman.
tickets to the
Dr. Don Higginbotham, seminar is $2, and
night banquet are
professor of history at the Thursday
Overnight acUniversity of North Carolina, $2.50 each.
will be
who will serve as the seminar commodations also
available at a nominal charge,
chairman.
and all sessions, with exception
Dr. Hugh F. Rankin, Tulane
to Dr Norton's session Friday
morning, will be held In the
University School auditorium.
POOR, SWEET
Because of a scheduling conN4134?!
flict, the Friday morning
session will be held in the
Nursing Building auditorium.
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FOR SALE
BASS BOAT, 15' Fabuglass Pro
Model-1972, 65 H.P. Mercury
trolling motor. Phone 7539467.
S21C
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WANT-ADS
Another View

NOTICE

NOTICE

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AUCTION

Benton Co. Molasses
New Concord Grocery

TIME: Saturday-Sept. 22, 1973 - 10:00 A.M.
21111. Southeast of Almo, Ky.,on Temple Hill Rd. Watch for signs!
/
LOCATION: 11
2 Pc. Bedroom Sets )2
FARM EQUIPMENT:
2 Water Pumps (Carver)
3 Pc. Bedroom Set( Four
John Deere - 1020 Tractor
300 Gal. Oil Tank
poster bed)
J.D. Hay Baler
Barnes
J.D. Mower
Refrigerator 2
Single Trees
J.D. Hay Conditioner
Electric Heater
Double Tree
J.D. Hay Rake (Side Delivery)
Portable T.V. 2)
Buck Saw
J.D. 2 Bottom Plow (3 Pt. hitch)
Sythe
3 Pc. Bedroom Set Modern, I
J.D. 10 Ft. Cultipacker
Misc. Chairs
Wrenches of All Kinds
J.D. 2 Row Planter (3 Point Hitch) Cement Water Tanks
Bunk Beds
J.D. Disc Harrow - 10 Ft. -Heavy Calf Nursing Buckets
Duty
MISCELLANEOUS
Cattle Oiler
Bush Hog
Boys Bike
Elect. Fence Wire
Grader Blade-6 Ft.
Pressure Canner
Corn Shovels, Rake Ax's
Allis Chalmers Model CA Tractor Feed Bags
Milk Cans
Loading Boom
Lawn Setee
Dehorners--Like new
Rubber Tire Farm Wagon
Picnic Table
Cow Yoke
/Misc. Horse Drawn Equipment
Wagon Wheels
Feed Bags
2 Cattle Waterers
Wheel Barrow ( Heavy duty)
HOUSEHOLD
8 Hole Hog Feeder
Heat Lamps
FURNISHINGS:
Pig Feeder
Hyd. Jack -5 Ton-same as
Feeder Pig Gates & Posts
Gas Space Heater
new
Electric Fence Charger
Gas Range
Vise
Platform Scales
End Tables
Screen Wire
Hay Hooks
Kitchen Sets (2)
Rope Thimble
Sewer Snake
Kitchen Table (Clirome)
Grease Guns
Sump Pump
Living Room Occ. Chairs
Rubber Tires
Spring Tooth Harrow
3 Pc. Sectional Sofa
Tractor Tire Chains
2 Section Harrow
Lamps
Other Misc. Items

SERVICES OFFERED
TWO BEDROOM furnished
house, lake front. $90.00 per
month. Phone 753-2250 after 4:00 FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
p.m
S17C installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

THREE BEDROOM house, 1609
West Main, between campus, and
Robertson School. Hardwood
floors and paneled throughout.
WIII lease at $125.00 per month.
Deposit required. Family only.
Available September 17. Phone
S17P
753-7683 after 5:00 p.m.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE'

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

New Load of

FOR RENT

FURNISHED FOUR bedroom
house, near University. Ideal for
4 to 6 girls or boys. Phone 753-7575
or 753-0669.
S20C

753-1916

BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
or 35443161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
TFC
Master 489-2504.

••••••••••••••••

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads, classified
diskily
and
regular
displey, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
.m. the day before
tpublication.
X*

KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
13th Street, "Every day you
delay lets bugs have their
TFC
way."

9.15
Tna R(U$Pi.OIL-11.1 Agm.monad
e 373 tor WIN rm..tr.*" Irc

Don't read this unless you're
looking for a mobile home with
iith quality and low cost If you
are, than start looking at
Bill's Mobile Homes
Highway 641 South
in
Murray,
and
3900 Clarks eiyer Road
in Paducah
VA and bank financing
available
Coll collect for information
753 7303 Murray
or
4434150 Paducah

SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
furnished, Private entrance, *...JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
conditioned, refrigerator. Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
Zimmerman Apartments, South carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
S18C 753-7625 nights.
16th. Phone 753-6609.
THREE BEDROOM duplex, WILL DO trash and brush
central heat and air and carpets.. hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
TFC
Positively no pets. Phone 753- 753-6130.
Sl5C
62000r 753-5500.
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
seamless gutters. installed per
new
Opening
SPACE.
TRAILER
your specifications. Call Larry
2 miles east of
1
trailer court 2/
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
Murray on Highway 94. Phone
TFC
estimate
S15C
753-2377.

SOMETIMES I PM THEM.THE PI4ASE9
THEY GO THROUGH."
HELP WANTED

tit- II' WANTED

p••••••••••••••••N

•REGISTERED NURSE!
FISHER-PRICE TOYS.

Treasure Illuntkg can be a
new and exciting family
hobby. White's Electronic
announces their new line of
super-sensitive solid state
mineral-metal
detectors
and
for
prospecting
Industrial experience preferred but we will consider
treasure hunting. These
training. Regular hours, opportunity for future personal.
ultra sensitive detectors :
growth, outstanding fringe benefits, including profit sharing&
are designed to detect a
A and highly desirable working conditions. Only registered v
single coin, ring or other
?nurses need apply in person to George E. Lovell, personnel
small metal objects that
manager.
the
beyond
buried
are
range of less sensitive
detectors.
Models
available for the plumbing
trade. For more information phone your
(Temporary Office, Central Shopping Center)'
authorized dealer 753-1575
Monday through Saturday.

is accepting applications
for the position of

INDUSTRIAL NURSE

TERMS CASH
AUCTIONEERS NOTE: The farm of Raymond Washburn di James Gillikin has been sold
and they no longer have need of these items, and have commissioned tile Real Estate &
Auction to sell this equipment.

Aurora, Ky.

LILE REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
Vernon tile-Auctioneer

Phone 474-2717

I Ig***************************
SECURITY FOR YOU
*
EIGHT ACRES available for B&C CONSTRUCTION work.
PONTIAC CATALINA-1970, two * 105 acres on blacktop road between Puryear, Tit and U.S. 79.:
winter crops, 641 North. Liberal Complete block basements,
loor hardtop, vinyl roof, all * Three bedroom home, dairy barn, tobacco barn and many*
patios,
walls,
agreement. Phone 753-2583. Sl9C reining
power, air conditioned, low * other buildings. Creek and springs provide plenty of water*
sidewalks, etc. Ten years exmileage, new tires. One owner it for a cattle operation. Farm is completely fenced.
NICE TWO bedroom brick home perience. Free estimates. Phone
car. Excellent condition. Phone
FULL FAMILY ENJOYMENT
with carport, 3 miles from town. 437-4734 or 437617C
753-6924 or 753-1681.
130 acres 15 miles southeast of Murray near Kentucky Lake.*
4765.
September26N(
Space for large garden. $135.00
w New two bedroom home with 11
2 baths, fireplace built in*
/
month. Lease and deposit
Sport,
GT
DART-1969
DODGE
appliances in the large kitchen. Three ponds. Fenced for*
*
required. Prefer couple alone or WILLIE'S
INTERIOR & Exgold with white vinyl top, extra * catUe
one child only. Phone 753-5068 terior Painting.
Phone 753-4832
sharp. Phone 753.5905 or 753-1688,
S15C from 8:00
after 4:00p.m.
PLANNING TO BUILD?
a.m. to 4:00 pm. and
ask for Butch McKinney.
S20C
* Five acre tracts near Chandler Park and Kentucky Lake.*
753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free
•Located on Kerby Jennings Trail. Nicely wooded building*
COACH ESTATES and Fox estimates.
sites Reasonably priced. Low down payment. Now is the!
Phone (502) 753-0450
Meadows Mobile Home Parks,
September 18C
BUICK SKYLARK-1970, double
small parks, superior acpower and air. Less than 25,000 * time to buy this small farm.
exclusive
commodatipns,
Muvay, Ky.
Oki Fashion
actual miles. One year still left on
*
ADVERTISE!! HANNA • Bistro
residential area; phone 753PRICED TO ENJOY
warranty. Phone 753-6965. S17C
3855.
' October-8C Company, 607 South 4th Street.
4.••••••••••••••••••
They don't build them like they used to! Look at this solid *
Phone 753-8346.
Octoberl7C
PLYMOUTH FURY-I965, w constructed three bedroom home on a large lot. Fenced yard. *
Come as you are
FULL TIME lab technician
FURNISHED OR unfurnished
automatic transmission, ex- ▪ The shed in the yard is insulated and has electric heat. Handy *
HELP WANTED
Begin Monday Night,
*to shopping. Call us for the low price on this nice home.
needed for community hospital
two bedroom apartment, central ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
cellent condition. Phone 753TFC September 17th, 8:00 p.m.
206
West South Street,
heat and air, wall to wall carpet. Phone Paris,642.4551.
Sl5C
4358.
Location: Lynn Grove
Mayfield, Kentucky. Phone 247Available now. Phone 753Skating Rink, Lynn Grove,
5111. Contact personnel ofA
a
is
BUSINESS
sign
a
without
October9C
4331.
MONTE CARLO-1973, power
Swann Building *
(Off) 753-0101
Ky.
flee.
Sl5C
sign of no business. Hanna Sign
brakes and air. Swivel
steering,
206 South 4th Street
Full Time
Mantel!
Paschall,
753-8346.
TFC
bucket seats. Phone 753-4095.515C
Murray, Kentucky
TWO TRAILERS. One 10'x45', Company,
Stock Clerk
Evangelist
GRAIN PLANT employee: Local
Salesman
John C. Neubauer,7B53_75
roker*
Rodgers,
Robert
week
*
nicely furnished, $35.00 per
hour
40
grain company offers full time
TOYOTA PICKUP-1970,$995.00. * 753-7116
month. One 8' wide with built-on TIMBER-LODGE of Tenninsurance
Paid
employment for plant work. Good
1974 WD Scout, $1795.00. 1961
Member Multiple Listing Service
10' wide living room, nicely Tucky lake, Route 1, Springville,
Paid vacation
Ire You Losing Your Hearing o working hours five days per week
Sprite,4 new tires, $295.00. Phone
furnished, $30.00 per month. Both Tennessee will do your stone
work
Night
which
time
except harvest
Understanding?
S15C
436-5570.
east of Almo. Phone 753-5284 or work. Large selections of stone. For Free Hearing Checkup
Pay rate $2.11 to $2.80 per
requires longer hours at overtime
TFC
S15C ,Phone 901-593-3534.
753-6921.
hour
And Consultation Call.
BY OWNER-two story brick
pay. Reasonable hourly rate and
CHEVROLET IMPALA-1964,
R SALE
Experience preferred but
Your Local Eteltone
permanent job. Write Box 32-J,
house with full size basement,
$135.013 takes it Runs
First
V8.
wide,
double
liedroom
DOZER SERVICE D-6 caternot necessary
ONE BEDROOM house, full pillar. Phone 753-9807.
Consultant-753-0832
three large bedrooms, two baths,
giving age, weight, and emS15P
good. Phone 435-5582.
October
2 baths, 1230 sq. ft.,
emopportunity
Equal
upstairs, utility room, water. 19C
1TC
living room, dining room and
ployment background.
central heat, fully carployer
RECIEVE FREE service or
00.00. Eight miles east of
kitchen. Has garage apartment
peted, 4 months old. Owner
Inspection on any type of vacuum WANTED SOMEONE to live in
*gray on pavement. Phone 436with two bedrooms, kitchen
GALAXIE 500 XL, 1968, will sacrifice.Sl5P
by calling Mike Hutchens or Bob house with elderly woman in
- MM.
T.L. Asphalt Paving
living rOom, bath and utility
wanted, fork beautiful, like new. Local car.
7113-7505
hands
MILL
SAW
Vacuum
Byar at your local Kirby
S18C lift operator and timber cutter. Good gas mileage, $875.00. Phone`
room, Phone 753-2205 after 4:30
Murray. Phone 437-4480.
-Driveways -Parking areas
Office, 500 Maple Street, 7530359
TWO ACRE wooded tract near p.m. for appointment. September
UNFURNISHED HOUSE, three
436-2368.
S17NC
Repairs
Experience
time.
part
or
Full
October10C
Birmingham Boat Dock. Can be 26C
day or night.
bedrooms, some carpeted,
Phone 247-7281 anytime
helpful, but not necessary. Exsubdivided for trailers. Fully
electric heat, air conditioned, All work guaranteed, free
MUSIC
cellent salary, depending on LTD BROUGHAM-1970, air improved. Two waterfront lots,
nice inside. Two car garage.
HAVING PROBLEMS with your
ifs
experience. Phone 436-5818. SI5C conditioning, AM-FM radio, vinyl Pine Bluff Shores on Lake Shore WIDE LOTS on U.S. 641, south of
Phone
appointment.
shown by
hearing or understanding. For
Murray. for your new home or
EXPERT GUITAR
top,low mileage. Phone 767'Drive. Fully improved. Half mobile home. Call owner 75..V
753-3757 after 7:00 p.m. Available SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING & free hearing checkup and conINSTRUCTION
Apply
WANTED
SERVICEMAN.
2356.
dowii, owner will finance 0774
Beginners and advanced
SI7c1.balance.
.October 1, 1710 Martin Chapel Electric Complete pump repair sultation. Call your Belton
S18C
Study with one of Ky's finest
at Bill's Mobile Homes, south
Phone 443-1565. Write
Sl&P service. Let us check your old ,
• Road.
,onsultant, 753-0632. Octobe.r3C
teachers Now scheduling
12th Street, next to Holiday Inn in MERCURY-1964 four door Henderson, 311
Ashbrook,
limited enrollment. Call Ed
pump far you before you buy a
S18C hardtop, air conditioned, power Paducah,Ky.
Murray.
Monroe between 5 and 7 P.M.
Sl5P THREE BEDROOM brick, two
ONE OR two bedroom duplex, new one. 24 hour emergency WANTED
REFRIGERATOR,
Phone 7534197.
baths, central heat and air,
brakes and steering. 62,000 actual
carpeted, central air and heat, service. Phone 753desk and furniture in good condishwasher, disposal.
range,
miles.
753-8102.
Phone
S15C
refrigerator,
stock
stove,
FULL TIME
man wanted
dishwasher,
5543.
September 26C dition for Christian Yoeth Center. BALDWIN
Landscaped, trees, fenced yard..
PIANOS and organs. for days only, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
washer and dryer hook up.
S15C
Phone 753-6666. Thanks.
Phone 753-8416.
S21C;
FOR SALE
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo p.m. Apply in person only from MONTE CARLO-1973, black,
Private patio. Couples or girls.
WILL DO baby-sitting in my
Piano
Company,
across
from
tape
stereo
a.m.-6:00
Big
S18C
9:00
at
p.m.
K, air conditioning,
Phone 753-9574.
BY OWNER
home,anytime. Phone 753- --COUNTRY LOTS, extra large.
WANT TO BUY
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
S14C Belaire Shopping Center. See Mr. deck. Phone 753-8550. October 19C
Sl7C
7829.
Restricted, water. $3500.00
Four bedroom brick house
Colwell.
S17C
Sam Harris 753Phone
on
deep
lot.
Two
baths,
WANT
July
BUY
TO
July
and
16
yellow
FORD TORINO-1970
PIANO
TUNING-repairSERVICES OFFERED
October 19C,
living room, dining room, 8061.
EXPERIENCED ROOFER will 17 copies of the Ledger de Times. rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- SEMI DRIVERS with three years with green vinyl top. Phone 753large paneled den with
S18NC
JERRY'S REFINISHING & roof house and furnish shingles Please bring by the Ledger & vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben experience to run 15 states. Must 9467.
-e..011111114
fireplace, kitchen, with lots
oroo.00mei
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles for $19.00 a square. Xlso will do Times Office, 103 North 4th W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky. have 6 months experience on
of
full
cabinets,
basement.
TFNC
Street.
I Phone 753-8911.
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. patch jobs. Phone 753-6569. S15NC
TFC steel or machinery. Call Ace OLDSMOBILE-1962, and 1965
m
R w
AeLrE
Sn
Located at 512 Broad.
Doran Hauling & Rigging Chrysler. Very reasonable.
Jerry McCoy, owner. (5021 492Owner
trumpet.
Cash Price $20,000.00
TFQ WILL DO baby-sitting in my WANT TO BUY used
8837.
LESSONS: GUITAR, dobro Company, Mayfield, Kentucky Selling due to death in family.
S17C
Phone 753-3953
Phone 753.1790.
E THREE BEDROOM =
ask
or
753-4652,
.taci,
Phone
for
502-345-2786
5:00
after
(Slide
p.m.
guitar)
bass.
upright
and
home for pre school and school
•
E BRICK,large family room,
6th
North
501
SHIC
at
see
Street.
1PC
October
Six
openings,
for
left
beginner
FOR ALL your additions- age children. Five days a week WANT TO BUY all electric
5 2 baths-all ceramic tile.
BY OWNER; two wooded lots.
remodeling, residential or and some evenings. Have mobile home, 12'x50', or 12'x60', guitar students. Instructor
central air and heat. 1980 1' •
near
park,
beside
ton
one
CHEVROLET-1969
Street,
Sharpe
formally
Lester-Flatt
the
Free
with
old.
or
New
EARN $1,000 to $1,500. Work now
commercial.
and no central air and heat. Phone
Reliable
references.
• square feet of living space, 1.Z:center,
shopping
schools,
and
bed
truck,
metal
good
with
Show
in
Nashville.
Call or come to December 1st. Weekly
TFC reasonable rates. By hour, any or
estimates. Call 753-6123.
S17C
753-2377.
built-ins
in
kitchen, I:
university. Phone)6061 549in: Benton Music Center, Friday paycheck, no collecting, n'o radio. $1800.00. Phone 435S17C
week. Phone 753-6809.
Located two miles from 1,
October8C
S21P
5312.
1494.
to
12:00
or
5:00
Saturday
9:00delivery, no cash investment.
town on a one acre wooded a
TIMBER-LODGE on TennWANT TO BUY ear corn. Stella 5:00. Basement of the National Playhouse Toy Company, Nancy
Phone 753-27110, E.
'Ricky Lake, Route 1, Springville, CUSTOM PAINTING on cars and Feed Mill, 753-1255.
area
S15C Building, llth& Main Street, 527- Frick,527-7133.
two
brick,
BEDROOM
THREE
Octoberlt
Tennessee, will build complete motorcycles. Phone Jeff at 753E Days; 753-7682 Evenings N.
barn.
with
acres
Four
old.
years
Phone
$300.00.
PONTIAC-1966,
1504.
Sl8C
S17C
E:
fireplaces, starting at only 7832 or 753-7139.
2 miles east of Murray. Phone E after 9:00.
1
S18C 3/
437-4776
WANT TO BUY large enclosed
$695.00. Selection of stones
S20C
753-6648.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
available. Satisfaction ROY HARMON finish carpeter. gaiter, mechanically sound. Will
BY OWNER new two story four
Help Wanted
DODGE PICKUP-1973. Take
or
building
and pay reasonable price. Phone 436- DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to
Custom
guaranteed. Phone 901-593bedroom house, three baths,
over
bedroom
payments.
753Phone
thtee
BY °WNW'S.;
S19P service local accounts! Childrens
Wanted part time and full
TFC remodeling. Houses trimmed- 5361 after 6:00p.m.
3534.
formal dining room, built-in
1940.
S17C house, 306 North 7th Street.
time night time waitress.
formica tops and doors-Quality
products featuring Sesame Street
kitchen, fireplace, carpet, all
is
•
Phone 753-9797 after 8:00p.m. Is
Must work some weekend
& Disney items! Highly weekly
CATTLEMEN-HOG producers. workmanship. Phone 753walk in closets. No waiting, ready
OFFERED
SERVICES
Sl7C
Sl7NC
nights. Personal interviews
and monthly earnings possible!
mc
PENT CONTROL
to move into now. Phone 753-3903
Rhodes Feed Mill will store your 0790.
only.
appointment.
for
grain, any amount, shell corn or
CATERPILLAR 977 loader, tree Inventory, materials & training
FOR TFIE best in pest control
•
ear corn,for your convenience in PAINTING-INTERIOR, ex- pushing, fence row, stumps and necessary. $3,300. cash required!
service and termite control call
Quality.
farm.
or
UpR SALE Olt 1 RADF: ,
city
tenor,
i
A
Feed
write
or
Marketing
Call
i
Rhodes
making feed. Phone
ditches, etc. Phone 753Superior Exterminating C"-'For
Corp., 11276 Harry Hines Blvd.,
m,_
oorit
rarm
Timbed
thr6e
SOB,Kentucky 382-2593 for Reasonably priced.
free9007.
lithi,
OWNEba
19C
October
mitiet
pony,753.72116.
UJ W. Main
752. Call
Corfober9C-estifriate pf 1374791n-te '437, • - • - - • ick.IIi
information.
wc FOIrliELV or trmie-TW6Tr
beri1C
Mr. Cook ( 214)243-1981.
4712.
SI9P...
shotguns; three rifles; 1973 mom, built-in kitchen, totar
PROFESSIONAL POODLE and
WANTED -TO RENT
Grand Sport Torino; professional lectric home with central'
R & R ASPHALT Paving. QU,111.4
clipping and grooming HAVE YOUR own business now! WANTED FRYDSEKEEPER, 6
Schnauzer
Lee
CONTRACTOR.
.
CEMENT
and
Business
heating and air. Phone 753-1514.work guaranteed.
Patio, with a personal touch. By ap- No financial risk. Great potential days a weeR Furnish own WANT TO RENT unfurnished atddwig
. Phone Jeff for appointment
SI5C ,
one Sioux buffer.brfffeciun
residential. Free estimates. address & Son, 753-6170.
house,in or near town. Phone 753SI7C
pointment, Lyn Dunn, phone 753- working part time. Phone 753- tran.sportation Phone 753garages, walks,etc.
at 753-7832 or 753-7139. .
Phone day or night Mayfield
Si8C 9486.
Sl7P
October 17C 1836
October2NC 1470.
4881
TFC September27P
7201.
AUTOS FOR SALE

14SHER4PRICE TOYS

1.

REVIVAL

•
•

I

John C. Neubauer Real Estate

I

1

Pagliais Pizza

•

"FOR

Music Program
To Be Given
Here Sunday

Kentucky Roundup
Trial
SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) Both sides have agreed to continue until Oct. 12 a trial for
two women facing charges of
making an oral threat similar
to blackmail
The trial of Mrs. Della Mae
Whitaker, 23, snd Mrs. Violet
Girdler, 21, was to have started
Friday. But Somerset Municipal Judge Thomas H. Reed
tinued the trial to a later date
due to a request for a jury
trial.
The two women are accused
of attemptimg to extort money
from fired Garvis Burkett, former principal of Pulaski County High School, in return for
not testifying against him in a
hearing in which he was atccused-of unethical conduet.

ity for the mentally retarded
near Dawson Springs.
Dr. Dale Farabee, commissioner of the Bureau for Health
Services, said the 34-year--old
woman's body was found in her
living area last Saturday.
He said Friday he asked for
the probe because an exact
cause of death could not be determined.
- - -Akloort
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API U.S. Rep, Romano L. Mazzoli,
D-Ky., said Friday he is not
certain a new Louisville area
airport is needed now.
He said that while he agrees
there is no fusible way to expand Standiford Field, it is not
et clear that a bigger aiprort
is needed.
He said the central question
is "at what point are we assured that the data developed
indicate a new jetport must be
built." He added he doesn't
think this point has been
reached yet.

"It's Cool In The Furnace,"
will be the subject of the sermon
in song to be presented by the
Junior Campers from the First
Baptist Church, Mw-ray, and
First Baptist Church, Paducah,
on Sunday, September 16, at
6;30 p.m. at the Murray Church
Bob Kersey is the director of
the program and the public is
Invited to attend.

Rev. Richard E. Walker,
pastor of the church, will be
speaking at the morning services at 10:45 at the church with
G.T. Lilly serving as deacon of
-the week. The Adult Choir, directed by
W. Rudolph Howard, minister
of music, will sing at the
Death
morning services. Their
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) numbers will be "Break Thou
Authorities are investigating
the Bread of Lofe," and 'Mast
the death of Peggy Crane, a
Thou Not Known?" A solo will
patient of Outwood State facilbe sung by Gus Robertson, Jr.
The Missions banquet will be
held at the church on Wednesday September 19, at six
p.m. with Bro. J.W. Lester,
Associational missionary in
WASHINGTON (AP) - and elderly to avoid physical
Harlan, as the speaker who will
School children will get 18 per barriers like long stairs and
relate how the state missions
cent less milk through federal high steps, a federal report recofferings help in the work in
aid this year because of a $75- ommends. The special report
Eastern Kentucky. Resermillion cutback in the program, 'by two agencies of the Departyoungest
McCalion,
presented
Mari
QUINT T.GUIER,left, 90,
the Agriculture Department ment of Transportation also member of the Kirksey United Methodist Men's Club, a copy of vations should be made by
says. The reduction in federal said the federal government one of the first es11110116 d the National Georgraphic magazine Tuesday morning.
assistance to schools serving should consider providing free along with a microscope orearly vintage which Mr. Guier used
milk during snack breaks will transportation through transit when he was a teacher in Calloway County Sebooksi'Me Me'n's
bring milk servings for the and taxi stamps for the nearly Club is made up of men ranging hi age from eight Io ninety and Forrester To Present
1973-74 term down to 5.5 billion 2.7 million urban-dwelling hand- meets each third Sunday at seven ap. for breakfast and
half-pints from 6.5 billion last icapped or elderly who live in programs. Danny Merchant, native of India, will be speaker on Papers At Murray State
poverty.
school year.
September 16. Billy Dale Smith, teenager, is chairman of the
Dr Kent H. Forrester, an
. .
program committee. The breakfast and program are completed assistant professor of English at
WASHINGTON ( AP)- MediWASHINGTON (AP) Sunday
School
by 8:15 a.m. so members and guests may attend
Murray State University since
There is a possible fire hazard cal devices banned as inand church.
1971, will present two papers
in 1972 table-model, 19-inch effective or unsafe in the
this weekend at a national
Zenith color television sets, the United States sometimes turn
conference at the University of
Consumer Product Safety Com- up in other countries, a Senate
Pittsburgh.
mission said Friday. It said committee has been told. So
Dr. Forrester's papers will
Zenith, alerted to the problem Dr. Joel J. Nobel of Philadiscuss the teaching of science
Wednesday following a fire in delphia's Emergency Care Refiction in the classroom and the
one set in Milwaukee, has search Institute said legislation
writings of Ray Brandbury,
promised to try to contact all should be passed to prohibit a
owners of the 12,000 sets for re- manufacturer from selling the
Bro. John Dale will speak on noted science fiction writer.
pair at its expense.
U.S.-banned equipment overthe subject, "Do You Want To
Dr Forrester came to
seas.
Be Saved?" at the 10:40 a.m, Murray State after receiving
WASHINGTON I AP) - The
services at the , Seventh and his doctorate at the University
WASHINGTON 4AP) - A
Senate Foreign.RPlabons COM-Poplar Church of Christ on of Utah. He earned his unmittee is expected to vote Tues- round of new gasoline price
Sunday, September 16.
dergraduate and master's
day to recommend con- hikes seems to be on its way,
The scripture from Acts degrees at the University of
firmation of Henry A. Kissinger possibly as early as later this
Mrs. Lola Story, age 85, died 16:25-34 will be ready by Ken Oregon.
as secretary of state. Iti final month, under action taken Fri- Friday afternoon at the Murray Farley. Prayers will be led by
public hearing on the, nomi- day by the Cost of Living Coun- Calloway County Hospital Harold Arnett and Keith
nation Friday was Elven over cil, The Council decided to lift following an extended illness. Higgins.
to 10 opponents who character- gasoline price ceilings after Mrs. Story lived at 229 Riley
"We would See Jesus,"-will be
ized Kissinger as a war crimi- dealers strongly protested that Court.
the subject of the sermon by
nal and a racist. Kissinger goes the ceilings put them in an eco- " She was the widow of Olen Bro. Dale for the six p.m.
before a closed session of the nomic crunch. However, the Story who died June 10, 1960.
services with the scripture from
committee Monday.
dealers first will have to justify
Mrs. Story is survived by two John 12:20-21 to be read by
the increases, said Council Di- nieces, Mrs. Clayburn Crick of Lenith Rogers. James ThurWASHINGTON(AP)- Cities rector John T. Dunlop. He said Kirksey and Mrs. Leon Mohler mond and Steve Howard will
that get federal mass transit -price ceilings also would be lift- of Mayfield, a nephew, James lead the prayers.
funds should be required to pro- ed on diesel fuels and home Cochran of Warren Mich., and a
Ed Thomas will make the
vide ways for the handicapped heating oils.
brother, J.B. Cochran, Rt. 1, announcements and Josiah
Darnall will direct the song
Murray.
Funeral services will be held service. Bible study will be held
at 2:30 pin. Sunday at the Max at 9:40 am.
Churchill Funeral Chapel.
Burial will in the West Fork
MQNTGOKERY, Ala. (AP) Cemetery.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
SPACE CENTER, Houston - Ali ethics law requiring cer(AP)- As Skylab's astronauts tain newsmen as well as public
soared through their 50th day officials to reveal the sources
Hollis Miller will be the
in space today, ground con- of their income was challenged
speaker at the 10:30 a.m. and
trollers prepared for two tests in court within hours of its
seven p.m. services at the
of procedures to bring the signing Friday. The class acUniversity Church of Christ on
spacemen home in the partially tion suit of Jesse Lewis, owner
Sunday, September 16.
disabled Apollo ferry ship. Two and publisher of the BirmingAt the morning service the
of four jet steering engines on ham Times, claims the statute Dr. David C. Roçs will be
scripture
reading will be by
violates
the
U.S. Constitution's speaking at the t6.45 a.m
the Apollo have had problems
since early in the mission. As- guarantees of freedom of the services on Sunday, Setitember Jack Ward with prayers to be
tronauts Alan L. Bean, Owen press and equal protection un- 16, at the First Christian led by Sherrill Gargus and
K. Garriott and 'Jack K-. der the law. The law requires Church. James Boone will be Vernon Gantt.
It has been announced that
Lousna plan to use only the re- newsmen and public officials to the worship leader.
Dr. Jack Lewis who serves on
maining two to guide their ship make public their sources of inThe choir, directed by
through the critical re-entry come, debts, outside interests Leonard Whitmer with Gary the editorial boards of
maneuvers Sept. 25,_ Ground- they represent and property Galloway as organist, will sing "Restoration Quarterly and
based astronauts Will test the .tbaLawn.from which they re- the anthem,"Rejoice, The Lord Journal of Hebraic Studies" will
two-engine technique in simula- ceive anTncorne. Any reporter Is King" by Henry Pfohl. be the speaker during Sunday
tors at the space center on Sun- failing to make the disclosures Melanie Roos will be candle School and both worship services on Sunday, September 23,
would be barred from covering lighter.
day and Monday.
at the University church.
"state government in any
Elders serving will be Johnny
LOS ANGELES (API - The way."
Reagan
and Dr. William Smith,
postDemocratic party tests its
Jr. Deacons and deaconesses Music Department To
Watergate financial pull tonight
will be Auburn Wells, 0.B..
with a nationwide telethon to
Boone,
Jr., Glenn Card, Mrs. Have Salad Supper
debts
and
party's
pay off the
A.B. Crass, M.C. Ellis, Norman
raise funds for 1974 elections.
Hale, Fred McCord, Mrs. W.C.
The leadoff speaker is Sen.
The Music Department of the
McKeel, and Leon Smith. Murray Woman's Club
Sam Ervin, D-N.C., chairman
will hold
Murray
City
The menu for the
Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs. its first meeting of the
of the Senate committee in1973-74
announced
for
Schools
has
been
Don
McCord
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
vestigating the Watergate afclub year on Tuesday, SepSeptember
17-21.
the
week
of
Leon Smith.
fair. Titled "America Goes
tember 18, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Monday - Beef pot pies, fruit
Flowers on the communion club house.
Public," the telethon will be
salad, carrot stick, cake, milk. table will be in memory of
broadcast over NBC television
A salad supper will be served
Tuesday - Potato puffs with departed members of the Wearfrom 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. EDT.
with Mesdames Charles Mofcelery
strip,
green
peas,
cheese,
Helm Service Circle Class by fett, Roger
Major figures of the DemocratReichmuth. Keith
sweetened rice, bread and the class.
Hayes, William Porter,--Domald,
ic party will appear with such
butter,
milk.
will
be
Study
group
A Bible
entertainers as Milton Berle,
Wednesday- Meat balls with held at the home of Mr.and Mrs. Story, Donald Brock, Vernon
the Fifth Dimension, Henry
potatoes, green Bill Egnor, 1711 College Farm Shown, and John Pau& as
Fonda, James Garner, Jack gravy,creamed
and
butter, jelly, Road, on Tuesday, September hestesses.
beans,
rolls
Lemon, Florence Henderson,
A short business meeting will
milk.
18, froth 7:30 to nine p.m.
Robert Goulet, Carl Reiner,
follow
to elect a new secretary,
with
Hamburger
Thursday\ Dick Van Dyke and Nancy WilThe
Christian
Men's dues will be collected, and
pork and beans, French
bun,
Un.
fries, onions and pickles, Fellowship kick off fall chorus members will have a
program will have potluck at brief meeting All members are
fudge cicle, milk.
Friday - Tuna salad with the fellowship hall of the church urged to attend.
HONOLULU AP)- Officials
say much of the aerial armada eggs, potato chips, apple, on Wednesday,September 19, at
that bombed Cambodian tar- chocolate square, bread and six p.m with Walt Apperson as
Economical Note: render
the speaker, according to Glenn pieces of fat removed from
gets untfl one,month ago stiff is butter, milk.
Card , president.
chicken and turkey when you
poised across the border in
are cleaning the birds and ruse
Thailand. About MO planes and
T
save your chicken beCK.g
retatirftr, 1111-Tor "Trimg.
-ri-7
nearly 40,000 Americans ret'l'lain
FREE PUPPY
Keep the
rards,
covin Thailand, and 110 planes and
Puppy,small, brown, female, tips- hearts, necks and wing ered jar fatlitjightly
in
3,600 Men Eafe been -withdrawn approximately three months in the appropriately covered,7:i- You can save thefeakigcerator:
the pieces of
freeze.'Then
since the bombing ended Aug old, excellent pet for child, is Mlle a godd quantitywheh. You- appropriately covered, in fat,
of then
the
15, according to the U S Pacif- free to someone for a home. For use then for making chicken freezer and rer,der them all at
ic Command here
information call 753-3788.
troth.
me time.

Washington Roundup

Deaths and
Funerals

Bro. John Dale
Gives Topic For
Sunday Sermons

Mrs. Lola Story,
Age15, Dies At
Hospital Friday

National Roundup

Dr. David C. Roos
Speaker Sunday At
Christian Church

City Schools

Lunch Menu

e
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Hollis MillerTo"'
On Sunday

Kentuckians May Face
Winter Fuel Shortage
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) There is a strong possibility
that Kentuckians will face a
shortage of major fuels this
winter.
Damon Harrison, chairman
of the Kentucky Energy Council, said supplies of propane

Leaders Of Girl
Scout Troops
Are Needed Here
Girl Scouting is a recreational
and educational program for
girls between ages of six and
seventeen, said Mrs. Gordon
Loberger, Murray Neighborhood Chairman.
Activities are carried on in
weekly troop meetings under
the guidance of trained adult
voltunteer leaders. The Girl
Scout organization is dedicated
to helping girls to become
happy, resourceful individuals
who are willing to share their
abilities as citizens in their
world, their country and their
home, the chairman said.
Girl Scouting helps develop
new interest and new skills in
homemaking,
arts,
the
citizenship and the out-of-doors
through fun, friendship, setvice, and living the Girl Scout
promise and laws, said Mrs.
Loberger.
The leader said if parents are
interested in Girl Scouting for
their girls troops will be
organized. Meetings to discuss
this with parents or other adult
members of the family will be
held as follows:
Monday, September 17,
Murray Middle School, 1:00 in
the auditorium; Carter School,
9:30 a.m. Girl Scout Cabin, City
Park.
Tuesday, September 18,
University School, 1:30, school
auditorium.
Wednesday, September 19,
Robertson School, 9:30, Girl
Scout-cabin. - •
A representative of the Girl
Scouts will be present to explair
the program and answer an
questions persons may hay

Dr. Glen Wilcox
Speaker, Senior
Citizens Meet

gas and fuel oil are expected to
Dr. Glen Wilcox of the
communications department,
be in short supply.
He also said the shortage of Murray State University, will
fuel in the state will be more be the speaker at the meeting
acute than was expected. Gov. for the
Senior Citizens of
Wendell H. Ford said two Murray and Calloway County to
weeks ago he anticipated no be held
at the Calloway
major fuel shortages in Ken-'Irtitinty Public Library on
tucky unless extreme cold Tuesday, September 18, at two
weather materialized.
Energy Council studies inHis subject will be "Music
dicate propane gas supplies will and
of
the
Musicians
be one-third less than the Revolutionary Period," acstate's demand, and he said cording to
a library
fuel oil, used for most residen- spokesman.
tial and industrial heating, will
The Senior Citizens will meet
be less than the demand, but he
at the Ellis Center at ten a.m. on
did not say how much.
games to
Harrison said that while natu- Tuesday with table
ral gas will be in short supply, start at one p.m.
On Wednesday,September 19.
he predicted that gasoline will
at
1:30 p.m. the senior citizens
not be a problem since the
will meet at the Douglass
summer travel season is over.
The situation is "something Center and for transportation
we are not wringing our hands call 753-0929.
about, but we are looking at it
The regular potluck luncheon
very, very seriously," said Har- will be served at the Ellis
rison, adding that minimum Center on Thursday, September
problems could result if the 20, at 12 noon.
winter is a warm one.
All senior citizens of Murray
He said that 75 propanc deal- and Calloway County are urged
ers who responded to a recent to attend all activities, said
survey by the Energy Council Verona Grogan, director
said they need 90.8 million gallons of propane to meet customer demands, but their sup- Ladies Day Luncheon
pliers have pledged only about
Planned, Oaks Womett-----56 million gallons.
,
The women Of the Oaks
Country Club will have their
regular ladies day luncheon at
the dub house on Wednesday,
September 19, at 12 noon.
Reservations should be made
"God Plus Man" will be the
subject of the sermon by Dr. by Tuesday by calling the
James A. Fisher, Sr., minister hostesses' chairmen, Mrs. Billie
of the First United Methodist Rogers 753-2259 or Mrs. Elberta
Church, for the 8:45 and 10:50 A. Thomason 753-9045 or 753a.m. services on Sunday, 3882.
Other hostesses for the lunSeptember 16, at the church.
His scripture will be from cheon will be Mesdames Steve
Acts 3-11. Church School will be Sammons, Robert R. Craig,
held between the morning Billy Brandon, Terry Turner,
Raymond Tidwell, Johnny
services.
The Junior High United Reagan, Joe Ryan Cooper,
Methodist Youth Fellowship Harold Grogan, Bill Dodson,
will meet at five p.m, and the James H. Washer, Mark
Senior High UMYF will meet at Cunningham, Ben Humphreys,
6:30 p.m. at the church. Both Gene Housden, Frank Kane,
groups will meet for supper at Rubin James, Earl Steele, Gus
six p.m. in the social hall with Robertson, Jr., Billie Morton,
each one to bring fifty cents for Gail S. Cordrey, and Earl
Herndon.
supper.

• Man' Is
,God Puns
Subject Of Sermon

Dr. Spa

A PROBLEN TOT
or university preside'
Dr. Sparks had tki
Discussing Use unive
him late in the day s
vice president for
planning.

Monday, Sal
Is The Last
Re-Register

Member of Asso(

Civic Mi
Drive Ur

The annual one
bership Drive of
Civic Music Associ
today, following I
and spirited kick-ol
last evening in tho
Branch of the Ban
for all workers ai
Directors. The
headline attraction
'74 concert season
vtlle Symphony
appear in Murraj
afternoon, Noveml
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The Bank of Murray
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array State Universit
on the Opening *Heir Mew

Mum

A big day Satui
opening of R
stadium, first grio
season and Dr. (
over from Harry
The day was
sunny and clear.

Everyone thoul
this huge new
enormity of it g,r
you walk throug
fairly simple to go
The Racer mon
level was jarruneo
the buffet. We (lc
long the Big M
tinue this type of
least this one
mighty good.

The balloon too
got out to our se
. _ we did get a loolo
•moved up. We
wasted little tin
-and was gone in

We liked eve
program,from U
the ball game.
did a particularl
the half time
fitting.

Nt We figured th4
people in the stac
a real sight to s
them waving
American flag)
passed out as ft
stadium.

We also had a
jam, but all in
was handled wel
5,000 automobile
same time, you I
move out too fa
There is still
(See Sees &

The W

--Mostly cloud
a chance of ligl
ending early tc
82. Low tonigh
day partly cic
high 70 to 75.

-- Outlook We
Friday: Fair z
day through P
morning lows
mid 50s. After
mid 60s to mid

